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(ABSTRACT)

A new direct full variational approach is described. The approach exploits a ten-

sor (Kronecker) product construction of the many-electron Hamiltonian and has a

number of computational advantages. Explicit assembly and storage of the Hamil-

tonian matrix is avoided by using the Kronecker product structure to form matrix-

vector products directly from the molecular integrals. Computation-intensive integral

transformations and formula tapes are unnecessary. The wavefunction is expanded

in terms of spin-free primitive kets rather than Slater determinants or configuration

state functions and is equivalent to a full configuration interaction expansion. The

approach suggests compact storage schemes and algorithms which are naturally suited

to parallel and pipelined machines.

Sample calculations for small two- and four-electron systems are presented. The

preliminary ground state potential energy surface of the hydrogen molecule dimer is

computed by the tensor product method using a small basis set.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A central problem in theoretical cheniistry is the approximation of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian operator for many~electron molecular systems.

‘
Ü*1/,=E,*1/, (1.1)

where Ü is the_molecula.r Hamiltonian operator with domain DH dense in Hilbert
space H, *1/, is a dynamical state function which depends on particle space and spin
coordinates. and E, is the total energy of the system in the state described by *1/,.

Ab·mstio solutions of equation 1.1 can be used to predict a variety of molecular prop-
erties and energies (including polarizabilities. dipole moments, excitation energies,

ionization potentials, electron afünities, binding energies, intermolecular interaction

energies, transition probabilities and moments, atomic term level splittings, force con-

stants. equilibrium molecular geometries. paramagnetic shielding tensors, hyperfine

structure constants, charge densities, electric field gradients, and population analyses)

[1]-
This work introduces a new variational approach for the approximate solution of

equation 1.1 which is equivalent to the method of full configuration interaction. Sec-

tion 1.1 outlines three fundamental approximations which underly all further devel-

opments, and presents the form of the molecular Hamiltonian operator and its eigen-

functions under these approximations. Section 1.2 explains the motivation for fully

variational electronic structure calculations and briefiy describes two post-Hartree

1
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Fock variational treatrnents which are closely related to the tensor product approach
— the method of ionfiguration interaqfion and the multistructure valence bond ap-
pg-gar h

€«·•
tion I 3 pr·:ttri¤ies an ·:;-yet=:;6~=.v rtl- the tensor pr=~du<‘t approach. tutlining

its streiigths anal weiikZ:~ssr·s wztlr rw·spr.·nt to the starntlard configuration rnteraction

and multistructure valence brnd ri.eth·:;ds. In Chapter J. a Kronecker product form
of the electronic llanriltonian is obtained by exploiting the tensor product structure
of the .\'—electron model space

bwl.
ln Chapter 3, the restriction of the eigenvector

to physically relevant subspaces of b'l‘Vl using Young projectors leads to a compact
storage scheme for the exgenvector, which can be visualized by rectangular arrays of
Weyl tableau. Chapter 4 explains how the tensor product Hamiltonian and the Weyl
tableau construction can be exploited in the iterative solution of the large matrix
eigenvalue problem. Chapter 5 presents applications of the tensor product approach
to several small model systems, including calculations on the hydrogen molecule and
the hydrogen molecular dimer (H2); for small basis sets. Chapter 6 concludes with a
summary and suggestions for possible retinements and extensions of the method.

Throughout this work we use the following notation. Operators are denoted by
hats (e. g., H); groups. spaces, and subspaces are represented by calligraphic letters
(e. g., S,y,·,H,

b’).
Matrices are represented by bold face Latin letters; N-electron

matrices are denoted by capital letters while one—electron matrices are lower case.

Similarly N-electron and orbital functions are denoted by upper and lower case Greek
letters. respectively. _

1.1 The Electronic Problem

For all but the smallest systems, equation 1.1 can be solyed only approximately. In

this work (and in most treatments of electronic structure) the problem is simpliiied

by:

1) separating the spin and spatial variables;

2) separating the electronic and nuclear motions;
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3) restricting the domain of H to a fmite-dimensional model space lflyl C H
(the Wrlgebraic approxiirratioirii [95]).

The spin and spatial variables can urrcoupled by neglecting relativistic effects. One
then approxirnately solves equation 1.1 in the spatial variables only; the spin part of
the problem leads to the requirernent that the total state function be antisymmetric
with respect to the exchange of space and spin coordinates for identical fermions
(particles with half-integral spins). The total state function must also be symmetric
with respect to exchange of space and spin coordinates for identical bosons (particles
with integral spins); however once a separation of electronic and nuclear space and
spin coordinates has been accomplished the nuclear spins have no direct effect on the
electronic part of the problem, and we assume for simplicity that all nuclei have zero
spin.

ln molecules which contain only first row atoms, relativistic effects are usually
small and can be treated as a perturbation of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian if nec-
essary. However, in heavier atoms the inner electrons move at relativistic velocities,
resulting in a contraction of the inner shells which effectively screens the nuclear
charge from the valence electrons. Thus nonrelativistic treatments become increas-
ingly inadequate as nuclear charge increases [69, 90]. For a recent review of relativistic
quantum mechanics see Pyykkö [70].

Neglecting all spin—spir1 and spin-orbit coupling terms that do not vanish in the
nonrelativistic limit (and terms which represent the effects of external fields) the

spin-free Hamiltonian has the form

Iä = + + + + V, (12)
Using atomic units and the molecular coordinate system of Figure 1.1, the individual

kinetic and potential energy operators can be written

. " 1
,1:1 ··^ ¤

= éäv? (1-4)
,:1
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(16)

. —" 1
= T -—— (161IT.; __ I. ‘

Q Q IR-} — r}I
_ where T.,,, corresponds to the kinetic energy of the 71 nuclei with individual masses

M,. T,,;,, is the electronic kinetic energy operator, Ü/.,.„ represents the Coulombic
repulsion between the rz nuclei with individual charges Z,,

Ü’,,„
is the interelectronic

Coulombic repulsion operator, and Ü,,,„-,,,, accounts for the electrostatic attraction
between the electrons and the nuclei. The subscripts i and tl of the Laplacian oper-
ators denote differentiation with respect to the coordinates of the i-th electron and
the a-th nucleus, respectively; |x| denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector x.

Further simplification of 1.1 can be achieved by noting that because nuclear masses
are at least 3 orders of magnitude larger than the electronic mass, nuclear and elec-
tronic motions are approximately separable. Under the ‘clamped nucleus’ approxi-
mations [11, 12, öl] the nuclear masses are assumed to be infinite, so that TMC can

be neglected and v„,„ is a constant. The remaining terms comprise the electromc
Hamiltonian operator H,;,,„ which can be written

.v .v '
Ü}}„=X1i(•)+Es(=}1)} (1-8)

}:i }<_«

where the one-electron operators li1(i) include the electronic kinetic energy and nuclear
attraction terms N

(1.9).„ Q lr, — R,[
and the two-electron operators g(t,j) are the usual Coulombic repulsion operators
|r, — rQ,|". Note that the forms of the one- and two-electron operators are identical
for all electrons, and so ILM is symmetric with respect to permutations ofthe electron

labels as required by the physical indistiguishability of electrons. Thus permutation
operators acting on the electron labels commute with the electronic Hamiltonian, a
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fact that proves very useful rn the selel tion of physically relevant eigenfunctions (see
Chapter Et.

The high symmetry of atoms permits approximate solution of the spin-free elec-
tronic Svhrödinger equatmn at this point by allowirig a separation of angular and
radial variables. The angular part til the problem is solved analytically; the radial
part involves solution of a second order ordinary dtfferential equation. For molecules
of arbitrary symmetry this separation of variables is generally not possible. Approx-”
imate solutions in these cases are nearly impossible to obtain without restricting the
domain of H to a hnite-dimensional model subspace 1/[N1 of the full Hilbert space
H. If the subspace is nearly invariant under the action of the original Hamiltonian
operator then the approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained from the model
Hamiltonian matrix will yield accurate approximations to the nonrelativistic molec-
ular energies and eigenstates. If {*1/,} is a set of N-electron functions which forms
a basis for the model subspace, the N-electron Schrödinger eigenfunctions <1> can be
approxirnated by

D
<i> ·s Zetrr,. (1.10)

1:1
The linear expansion coefhcients c, can be determined variationally, by seeking the
stationary points of the Rayleigh quotient

(1.11) ·

where the integrations are over all space and the energy functional 6(<I>) is a variational
upper bound on the true ground state electronic energy. This procedure, called the
Raylcegh-Ratz or linear rarzatzon method. reduces the Schrödinger equation to the
general matrix eigenvalue problem

Hc=sSc. (1.12)

S is the N-electron overlap matrix of scalar pn ducts

5,; = *1/:*1/Jdr = (l (1.13)
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and H is the matrix representation of restricted to an N-electron model space

spanned by the {*1/,}, with elements

H., =/*1/fH*I/Jdr = (i | Ü lj). (1.14)

where equations 1.13 and 1.14 introduce the Dirac bracket notation, which symbolizes

the function *1/, by the ket |£) and its conjugate *1/f by the bra (il. A bra and ket with

an operator between them indicates a braclcet (c. g.; the integral of equation 1.14).

The 6 are variational upper bounds on the true electronic energies.

The variational approach provides improvable, guaranteed upper bounds on the

true energies with errors that are second order in the errors in the eigenfunction. A
i

thorough discussion of the role of the variation principle in quantum chemistry is

given byEpstein1.2

A Survey of Variational Electronic Structure

Methods

No attempt will be made to provide a complete review of variational methods here.

The literature on the Hartree-Fock and conüguration interaction methods is vast, and

a complete survey or theoretical exposition is beyond the scope of this dissertation;

the reader is directed to a number of excellent reviews for further information. This

section will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of these methods to provide a

basis for comparison with the tensor product approach and to explain the motivation

for full variational treatements of the electronic problem.

1.2.1 Orbital Models

The sum of one-electron operators Hbgrg = Zi, h(i) is an independent electron or

‘bare nucleus’ Hamiltonian whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained very

simply. The N—electron problem

HM,-,Ö(T1,...,T)v)=€Ö(T]_,...,1°y) (1.15)



is decomposed into N one-electron problems

f1(z)0>(r,)=6,<:>(r,) (1.16)

where 0(1‘,) is a one-electron function (orbital) describing the independent motion of

the z—th electron and 6, is the corresponding one-electron energy. such that 6 = 2;;, 6,
and ‘I> is approximated by Hgilcb,. This simplification motivates the independent
electron models. which approximate H as a sum of one-electron operators.

The relative contribution of the two-electron terms is too large to be neglected or
treated as a perturbation of the bare nucleus Hamiltonian. However, the decompo-
sition of the electronic Hamiltonian into one—electron operators can be accornplished

i
by approximating g(d.j) as effective one electron operator uHF(i) representing the
potential experienced by the z-th electron in the average Held created by the other
N — 1 electrons. ‘The model Hamiltonian is then written as a sum of Fock opera-
tors f(z) = h(z) + vHF(i), and the approximate solution of 1.1 reduces to iterative
solution of the coupled one-electron Hartree-Fock equations I°(:)d>(r,) = 6,¢(r,) where
6, is a one-electron energy. The motion of the i—th electron is uncorrelated with the
motions of all other (difIerent—spin) electrons and is described by the orbital qS(r,).
The Hartree-Fock approach is a nonlinear variational method in which the orbitals
are varied at each step of the iteration until a self-consistent field is obtained. For
computational details, see For general expositions of the method see the texts by
March [55], Froese-Fischer [30], and Szabo and Ostland [86]. A survey of Hartree—Fock
results is given by Richards et. al. [71] andMullikenThe

Hartree-Fock approximation is capable of recovering a large fraction of the

total nonrelativistic energy. For example, Hartree-Fock calculations can recover 98.9

percent of the total energy of LiH [95]. However the binding energy for this molecule

is 1.1 percent of the total energy, and in general the error in Hartree-Fock total ener-

gies are the same order of magnitude as most energies of chemical interest (which are

energy dsßerences). In some cases the Hartree- Fock approximation leads to qualita-

tively incorrect predictions; for example, the dissociation of molecules is inadequately

modelled. With a large basis set, the discrepancy between the Hartee-Fock and exact
nonrelativistic energies is chiefiy due to neglect of electron correlation. Löwdin [52]
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defined the correlation energy as

E,_.„=E.,,—EH; (1.17)

where the exact nonrelazitistic energy E,,. is usually estimated by subtracting rela-
tivistic corrections from the true rexperimental) energy. However, the interelectronic
Coulombic repulsion can be strongly coupleri with relativistic effects [31. 14], so that
the correlation and nonrelatfvisfic energies are not absolutely additive. Note also that
the Hartree-Fock energy includes the effect of exchange correlation (that is, the sta-
tistical correlation of the motions of same-spin electrons). In general, Em, denotes

an effective correlation energy obtained as the difference between the the energies
obtained by a correlated method and the Hartree-Fock method.

1.2.2 Configuration Interaction Methods

Let the Ritz trial functions {cr,} be configuration functions, N—electron functions
constructed from a basis of one electron functions {¢>,}, i = 1,...,m. Spin and
symmetry-adapted linear combinations of these configuration functions correspond
to states of the system with fixed orbital occupan(:ies (electronic configurations).

Expansion 1.10 represents a mixing or interaction of these configurations in the total
wavefunction, so the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure with configuration functions is called
the method of configuration interaction (CI). [fall possible configuration functions

are included in the expansion, the method of full configuration interaction (FCI) is

obtained.

The method of full configuration interaction produces selected eigenvalue-eigenvector
pairs of a finite dimensional restriction of the original molecular Hamiltonian in a
subspace spanned by (hosen N-electron configuration functions. Typically the N-

electron functions are Slater determinants or spin and symmetry-adapted linear com-

binations of Slater determxnants (configuration state functions), which are themselves

constructed from a basis wf 1-electron functions (atomic or molecular orbitals). FCI
provides approximate eigenpairs of the time-independent Hamiltonian equation which

become exact as the appr· orimating subspaces become dense- a limit which is unattain-
able with any finite computation (or finite basis set). This characteristic makes FCI
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energies and properties highly accurate benchmarks for the calibration of methods

which incorporate further approximations For example. FCI aids in the selection
of active orbital spaces in multiconligurational self-consistent field calculations, and

allows the effects of the truncation of expansions for expectation values in limited CI
calculations to be gauged. Additionally, FCI is the only post—Hartree Fock method

that is at once size consistent. extensive. and variational.

While conceptually simple. FCI is the most computationally demanding of all
_ _ current treatments of electron correlation. The FCI wavefunction is written as a

linear combination of N-electron trial functions, the expansion coefficients are then

obtained variationally by solving a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem. In general,

the number of terms in the expansion of the wavefunction is extremely large and

governs the dimension of the resulting matrix eigenvalue problem. For molecules of

arbitrary symmetry the number of variational FCI expansion coefficients required for

an N-electron. m-level, spin S system in a basis of configuration state functions is

given by Weyl’s number [63, 64]

D(m, iv, 6) = m I m I} ) (1.18)
_ m+1 N/2-6 N/2+.5+1

Because m must be much greater than N to recover a chemically significant fraction

of the correlation energy, FCI rapidly becomes intractable as the number of electrons

increases. For m much greater than N Weyl’s number approaches

25 + 1 my , °

Most configuration interaction calculations reduce the dimension of the problem

by truncating the N—particle expansion. A large fraction of the correlation energy

is usually recovered by including only single and double excitations from a set of

reference configurations. Usually the neglect of conügurations involving excitations

of the inner shell electrons has little effect on chemical energies; chemical events do

not involve the inner shells directly so their contribution to the correlation energy

remains constant. However highly excited configurations can strongly interact with

the single and double excitations, signiücantly affecting the interaction between the
reference and singly and doubly excited states [17]. Thus simply restricting the CI
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space to specific excitation classes sometimes proves inadequate and a more careful
selection of conügurations is required. There are a number of methods for selecting
the most important configurations, either directly using perturbative approaches [16]

or indirectlj: by careful choice of virtualorbitalslf

a full N-particle expansion of length L is truncated to .\[ < L terms, the
eigenvalues EF)

S ~- S
Ef) and EW)

S S Egg!) of the matrix representatives
of in the subspaces spanned by the full and truncated expansion sets are related

. by the Cauchy interlace theorern [21]

EW s
Ef‘”’

s Ef.fl-„ (190)
(also known as MacDonald‘s separation theorern [54]). Full CI energies are always

variationally lower (and hence more accurate) than truncated CI energies computed

in an identical orbital subspace. Furthermore, the truncated CI energies converge

very slowly to the FCI energies as the size of the N-electron expansion is increased,

and limited CI calculations often must include a large number of configurations to
provide chemically accurate results. An additional disadvantage of limited CI is

that truncation of the CI expansion results in the loss of size consistency [95]. For
example, a CI expansion for the hydrogen molecule which includes only single and

double excitations from the reference configuration leads to exact (nonrelativistic)

energies in the limit of basis set completeness. However, applying the same level of

configuration mixing to a pair of infinitely separated hydrogen molecules does not lead
i

to the correct energy, since triple and quadruple excitations must be included in the

FCI expansion of the dimer. A perturbational analysis of the truncated CI expansion

reveals that nonphysical terms involving the double excitations arise which do not

vary linearly with N (corresponding to unlinked Brandow diagrams [95]). In the full

expansion these nonphysical terms are cancelled by further nonphysical terms which

involve the quadruple excitations. Thus truncated CI energies do not vary linearly

with the number of electrons, in fact the energy becomes proportional to IW/2 as N

approaches infinity. Table 1.2.2 shows the pe...e.itage error in the total energy due to

size inconsistency of double excitation CI for systems of noninteracting (Hg); and He

monomers
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Table 1.1: Size consistency errors in double-excitation CI calculations for collections
of n noninteracting hydrogen molecules and helium atoms (taken from Bartlett).

n Error H2 (%) Error He (%)

2 1.5 0.8

4 4.8 2.4

10 12.3 6.5

100 48.0 34.8

1000 79.1 70.8

The truncated CI expansion becomes an increasingly inadequate approximation
’ as the number of particles is increased. The lack of size-consistency makes the accu-

rate estimation of ionization energies and intermolecular interactions difficult. The
nonphysical components of the truncated CI expansion are in some cases quite sen-

sitive to variations in molecular geometry [97] and can produce aberrations in the

shapes of potential energy surfaces and in the description of excited states.

The dimension and structure of the model Hamiltonian matrix H precludes the

use of most methods based on basis transformation. Alternative methods for large,

sparse matrix eigenvalue problems are based on various vector or subspace iterations

(e.g., the Lanczos [45] and Davidson [25] methods). A kernel of most implementa-

tions of these large matrix methods involves formation of Hamiltonian matrix-vector
products 1 = Hy, where the column vectors 1 and y in some sense approximate

eigenvectors of H. In most full (and truncated) CI calculations this operation is the

computational bottleneck encountered during iterative solution of the large-matrix

eigenvalue problem.
C01wc1st•onal(or formula- or configuration-drwen) CI methods explicitly compute

and store Hamiltonian matrix elements (or formulas for them) for the evaluation of

1. The N electron functions are usually spin-adapted linear combinations of Slater

determinants, and the Hamiltonian matrix elements are rather complex as a result.

Conventional CI computes the information necessary for the construction of the ma-

trix elements only once, at the beginning of the calculation. This information is

recorded on a symbolec formale tape which consists of configuration labels, integral
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indices, and spin—coupling coefficients in secondary storage. Brooks and Schaeffer
[15] note that the time required to coinpute the formula tape is an order of magni-
tude longer than either the integral transformation or the solution of the Hamiltonian
matrix eigenvalue problem.

While conventional CI allows flexibility in the selection oI configurations for trun-
cated CI expansions„ calculations are severely I/O-bound. The number of Hamilto-
nian matrix elements which must be constructed increases as the square of the number
of configurations. Even considering the sparsity of H, the storage requirements for
conventional full CI calculations are prohibitively large for systems with more than
a few electrons when nonminimal basis sets are used. Even for truncated CI cal-
culations, the construction of complete potential energy surfaces using conventional
methods is very costly, despite the fact that the same formula tape can be used for
many geometries.

Direct (or mtegral-drwen) CI methods [74, 50, 75, 49] form the matrix-vector prod-
uct directly from a list of molecular integrals by processing the integrals in a specific
order and multiplying them by the appropriate CI coupling coefficients. Early direct
CI calculations were applicable to wavefunctions composed of single and double exci-

tations from a variety of specific reference functions; the formalism needed to apply

the method to general reference functions and to include highly excited determinants

seemed forbidding. Siegbahn [83] solved the former problem by separating the con-

figuration space into two noninteracting subspaces— an "internal" space spanned a

set of arbitrary reference conügurations, and a larger "external" space spanned by

the excited configurations. The result was a general direct CI procedure which could
employ arbitrary reference functions.

Most modern direct CI methods employ the mathematical language of the unitary
group by constructing the model Hamiltonian

. m N . 1 "‘ ”
. . . .Hmm = |¢>-(•)) hrs (¢>-(·)|+§r;u§ l¢=»(•)) |¢-(1))0--m (¢-(•)| (¢>„(J)l (1-21)

using the completeness relation and the fact that the matrix representatives of the

one and two electron operators in vtN1 are independent of the particle indices. Or-
thonormality of the orbital basis leads to commutation relations among the basic
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replacement operators E., = Xgl, |r;$,(z)) (¢,(z)| which satisfy commutation relations
identical to those of the generators of the unitary group. Application of the unitary
group theory [65. T9] can then greatly simplify the calculation of the CI coupling co-
eflicients, which are matrix elements of the replacement operators. The method leads
to vector algorithms which have made possible many impressive full CI benchmarks
[5]. The unitary group-driven direct CI methods of Siegbahn [81] and Knowles and
Handy [42] are capable of treating large CI expansions (with up to 106 terms).

We briefly mention a very successful variational alternative to the configuration

interaction methods. Configuration state functions are typically constructed from
Hartree-Fock orbitals, since the latter are easily obtained and their use ensures that

single excitations do not directly mix with the Hartree-Fock reference determinant

(satisfying Brillouin‘s theorem [86]). However the Hartree-Fock orbitals are optimal
only for single determinantal wavefunctions, since the virtual orbitals are optimized
in an N-electron Geld while the occupied orbitals experience an averaged N - 1 elec-

tron Geld [40]. This nonphysical feature of the Hartree-Fock orbitals often results
in poorly convergent CI expansions. The multiconfigurational self-consistent Geld

(MCSCF) methods remedy this problem by variationally optimizing both the con-

figuration expansion coefiicients of equation 1.10 and the orbital basis. In contrast

the CI techniques vary only the expansion coefficients, and Hartree-Fock methods

optimize only the orbitals[92]. The complete active subspace variant of McscF[s2]
selects all configurations which can be constructed from a set of doubly occupied

mactwe orbitals and a set of selected active orbitals, providing a chemically intuitive

method for configuration selection. When the entire orbital set is active, complete

active subspace MCSCF gives fully variational results. MCSCF methods which trun-

cate the configuration expansion share the shortcomings of limited CI methods; they

are not size—consistent and the quality of the results is highly dependent on the se-

lection of configurations. For reviews of the MCSCF method see [20, 92]. For recent

developments of the MCSCF method see [40, 47, 81].
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1.2.3 Multistructure Valence Bond Methods

E All of the self-consistent field and configuration interaction methods employ wavefunc-
tions constructed from a basis of molecular orbitals. The multistructure valence bond
methods use an overcomplete nonorthogonal basis of atomic orbitals to construct a
wavefunction expanded in terms of spin-coupled structures (linear combinations of
products of valence-bond orbitals, characterized by a particular coupling of spins to
form a function with total spin S) rather than configuration state functions.

The spin-coupled multistructure valence bond approach of Gerratt and Raimondi
[32] defines a set of effective one-electron operators using the gradient of the
single—structure valence bond wavefunction with respect to the orbital basis. When
this gradient is zero, the effective operators satisfy the pseudo-eigenvalue equations

f°(i)d>,(i) =6,,d>_,(i),j =0,1,... (1.22)

where d>0(i) represents a ground—state valence-bond orbital and the remaining orbitals
represent virtual valence-bond orbitals. These virtual orbitals correspond to negative
energies and are localized; excited structures are formed by replacingithe ground-

state valence-bond orbitals in a reference structure with virtual orbitals. Assuming
a maximum of 11,,,,,, doubly occupied basis functions possible in any given structure,
the total number of structures in a. conventional valence bond calculation is given by
[41] "”‘°‘ mi

m—n N'2" (1.23)

where j§’
= (1.24)

(EN + S + 1)!(EN — S)!

is the number of spin—coupling schemes possible within a single structure. The total

number of structures thus increases as O(m!). The virtual orbitals obtained by the

spin-coupled multistructure valence bond method produce a very rapidly convergent

expansion; for example, an 80 structure expansion for BeH gives results comparable

to CI calculations including some 3000 configurations [32].
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1.3 Overview of the Teusor Product Approach

Here we introduce a first-quantized procedure which:

1) does not require an orthogonal orbital basis,

2) avoids integral transformations by using a wavefunction expanded in spin-
free primitives rather than Slater determinants or configuration state func-
tions;

3) leads to algorithms which are well suited to parallel and vector machine
architectures;

4) can be used to treat ground and excited electronic states, open or closed
shells, and systems of arbitrary symmetry.

5) is equivalent to full configuration interaction.

Most second—quantized CI and MCSCF procedures require orthonormalized or-

bital bases to ensure that the creation and annihilation operators obey the funda-

mental anticommutation relations. Valence-bond nonorthonormal bases provide a

chemically intuitive description of molecular electronic structure. In limited varia-

tional procedures it is often more convenient to select a priori the most significant
valence—bond structures than to select leading contigurations built from molecular _
orbitals. In full variational procedures nonorthormal bases can lead to computational

difficulties, and orthogonalization becomes necessary for larger problems. The tensor

product approach does not require an explicitly orthogonalized basis and thus allows
Hexibility (although presently no provisions for truncation of the N-particle expansion

are made).
More importantly, the ability to use nonorthogonal orbitals in conjunction with

a wavefunction expanded in orbital products allows integral transformations to be

avoided. Most direct CI procedures require transformation of the molecular integrals

from an atomic orbital basis to a molecular orbital basis. The integral transforma-

tion is computationally expensive, requiring O(m5) {loating point operations for an m
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level system. Additionally, the integral transformations have been an obstacle in the
development of parallel Cl codes because most extant transformation algorithms re-
quire considerable interprocessor communication. (However, efäcient parallel integral
transformations are possible if a large amount of shared memory is available [93].)
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and the electrons by 1.}....



Chapter 2

The Tensor Product Construction

The one—to-one correspondence between physical observables and the set of self-

adjoint operators in an abstract Hilbert space is a fundamental principle of quantum

mechanics [91]. In section 1 1 the domain of the molecular Hamiltonian operator

was restricted to a finite—dimens1onal model subspace I/lNl C H by expanding the

elements Q E H with respect to a basis of .V—electron functions. Several possible

representations of H are possible, depending on the choice of basis. We begin our

development in the abstract Hilbert space itself, rather than in any particular repre-

sentation space, since the properties we require are independent of the choice of the

N—electron expansion set. We then show how an abstract separation of variables in

the model N-electron space leads directly to a tensor product decomposition of the

many-electron Hamiltonian.

The N-electron electronic Hamiltonian is defined on the N-particle subspace HW)

of the full Fock space F [23] T2* = am (2.1)
N:0

where H(°) is the one-dimensional Hrlbert space of complex numbers. The elements

of
]—”

are dynamical state functions Q of indeterminate particle number; equation 2.1

means that every Q can be uniquely written

tr = E «1><”>, (2.2)
N:0

18
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where the functions <I>W) E HW) have fixed particle number N. If PW) projects T
into HW) then the expectation of PW) for a system in a state described by *1/ can be

physically interpreted as the probability that *1/ is an N—particle function.
HW) can be constructed from one-particle spaces as follows The orbital func-

tions @(1).: = 1,-.. oc are the elements of a one-particle Hilbert space H(I). Define

the space HW) as the linear span of all formal products

<I>,,l_„__,„(1,...,N);¢>,,(1)®...®¢>,„(N) (2.3)

. · where the product operator ® has the properties

@(1) ® (@(2) + @(2)) = @(1) ® @(2)+ @(1) ® @(2) (2-4)
(@(1) + @(1)) ® @(2) = @(1) ® @(2)+ @(1) ® @(2) (25)

(¤@(1)) ® (ß@(2)) = ¤ß(@(1)® @(2))- (2-6)

where oz and ß are arbitrary scalars. The scalar product in HW) is defined as

N
<®‘1¤·~·•‘N I I ¢Jr) (2*7)

t:].

HW) can be written as- an N-fold tensor product space

H1") = H11) ® . . . 9 H11) (2.8)

Consider any one-particle operator f°(l) which acts in H(I). The one-particle _

operators can be used to construct an N- particle operator f°(1) ® . . . ® f(N) which

acts in HW), defined by [68, 9]

?(1) 9 . . . 9 f(N)<1>„,,,„,,,„(1,...,N) = (f(1)d>,,(1)) 9 . . . 9 (f(N)¢>,„(N)) (2.9)

If we use a basis of orbital functions d>,,i = 1,. .. ,m that span a model space V

of dimension m, the primitive N-particle functions I

lf) = In-—---in) = @r(1)@2(2)· · ·@„(N)» 1 S ¢, S m- 1 Si S N- (2-10)
INote that in the ket notation, the electronic variables are implicit in the position of the corre-

sponding orbital inclices.
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span an N—fold tensor product space

VlNl=V1®~·~®V„v (2.11)

of dimension mN. VW} is a subspace (of the domain of H dense in the Hilbert space
H) which holds all linear combinations of the elementary products of equation 2.3,
where the orbital indices now range from 1 to m.

In VW] the t-th one electron operator can be written

Ls---®I.-1®h(¢)oi.+1®—·-®i~,

where I, is the identity operator in V4,. The matrix representation of the bare nucleus

Hamiltonian in VlNl can be written

where h is the one-electron core Hamiltonian matrix and s is the
one-electron overlap matrix [($, | $,)]. Here ® denotes a tensor or Kronecker prod-
uct between matrices. Appendix A deünes the Kronecker product and lists several

relevant algebraic properties.

Similarly each two-electron operator g(i,j) acts in K ® IQ (rather than in Vml);

in VW] the two-electron operator acting on electrons 1 and 2 can be written

g(1,2)®i3®·--sit,

where g(l, 2) acts only in the space V1 ® V2 (and is represented by the matrix g of

two-electron integrals

g,4,_1, =(1;’
| kl) (2.12)

with $,, $1 in V1 and $4,, $1 in V1). To describe the general operators g(k,l) the

isomorphism P11 can be employed [28]:

P~i¢>»1(1)¢»1(2)···¢>»„(N)= ¢>·t(1)¢»„(2)¢»1(3)¢»¤(4) · ··
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Then in V1N1, g(k, Z) can be written

PQI @(1,2) ® 1a ® ® Pu,

and its matrix representation is

Prills 3 S 3 · · · 3 SIPQ

The complete tensor product decomposition[6] for H is

N V iv
H =ZsL‘°‘l®h®s1N"l+XR;1(g®s1N°2])R,, (2.14)

1:1 •<_7

and the N-particle overlap matrix is
l

N
S = s1Nl= ®s. (2.15)

::1

Like the unitary group model Hamiltonian, this model form H is cast in terms of the

molecular integrals and can be used to develop direct variational procedures. Using

the tensor product forms of H and S, the general matrix eigenvalue problems for

one-, two-, and three-electron systems can be written [7]
hc = asc, ‘ (N = 1)
(h®s+s®h+g)c=a(s®s)c, (N=2)

(h®s®s+s®h®s+s®s®h
+g®s+s®g+PQ,1(g®s)P1;)c=a(s®s®s)c, (N=3) ,

where we have used the fact that P,;Q+,[g®s®· · ·®s]Pk_),+1 = s1"“‘l®g®s1N°‘°‘1.
The dependence on particle number can be made explicit as follows. Let NH denote

the N-electron Hamiltonian matrix. Then the one-electron part of
N+‘H

can be

written
N+1"+‘H,.„ = V $1**] eh::1

N
h ® s1N"l) ® s + s ® (s[N'11 ® h)

::1

Since NHW, =
s1N“‘1

® h + N“‘H,,,,„ ® s,

N+1Hb4m=NHb¤m®S+s®NHb¤re'S®N_1Hb¤r¢®S
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Similarly for the two electron part,

N
ri

A1 . N _
7*

P;;1(g®SL.v—2J)P1])

'N
Hbare) S + S *N Hbare)

-5Sso

the N-particle Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the N—l- and N—2-particle

Hamiltonians as

NH Q; s + s ® N'1H - s s (2.17)



Chapter 3

Structure amd Storage of the

E igeuvector

Up to this point the spin and spatial symmetries of the eigenvector have been ne-

glected; the Hamiltonian construction presented in the last chapter is spin-free and

can be applied to systems of arbitrary spatial symmetry. In practice it becomes imper-

ative to exploit these symmetries in order to obtain a reduction of the many-particle

eigenvector comparable to the reduction that can be achieved for the Hamiltonian.

The full space spanned by the .\'—th rank tensors generated from the basis of m or-

bital functions has dimension
m‘V;

storage of all ket expansion coefficients leads to

storage requirements which are exponential in the number of electrons. Obviously

full storage of the trial eigenvectors is impractical for systems with extended basis

sets for more than a few electrons. We now turn to the closely related problems of

Ending an economical reduction of the trial eigenvectors and of restricting them to

antisymmetric subspares of lJ'=Vl. The necessary machinery for the decomposition of
Vi"] is provided by the theory of the symmetric group and the spin-free formulation

of quantum chemistrv an sectian 31. There are three techniques which can be used

to obtain spin-adaptetl e·ige;tve·rtoi‘s [56, 67];

1) the Wegner „p—: mit ;nethod. which requires construction ofa matrix rep-

resentation of the penriutation group in the antisymmetric subspaces of

25
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2) the use of orthogonul umts which can be constructed from the characters

(traces) of the representation matrices,

3) the use of structure projectors, which are obtained without the use of

either the representation matrices or their characters.

The last approach proves most convenient in this work. The physical motivation for

the structure projectors and their construction from the Young tableau is discussed

in section 3.2, using simple three- and four-electron systems to clarify the notation.
' In section 3.3, it is shown that spin-adaption using the structure projectors imposes

constraints on the variational coefiicients. The resulting structure of the spin-adapted

eigenvector can be visualized using rectangular arrays of Weyl tableau.

3.1 Basic Concepts and Notation

In section 1.1 we noted that the spin-free electronic Hamiltonian is symmetric under

any permutation of the electronic coordinates, satisfying the requirement that elec-

trons be physically indistinguishable. For any permutation operator 1r which acts on

the electronic labels, H';;„ = 1r"H„„1r and

[H,,„, ar] = 0, 1r E SN (3.1)

where SN denotes the group of N! permutation operators, and E

—Thespin—free primitive kets transforrn among themselves under permutations of the
l

electronic variables and so form a basis for a reducible representation of the symmetric

group. The N-electron space Vw! spanned by the primitive kets can be decomposed

into a direct sum of irreducible representation spaces V(/\) of SN:

W! =vo.>ev<«~.>e·-·ev<m. wi
where the «\, label the irreducible representations. Because conjugate permutations

have the same cyclic structure, the classes of the symmetric group is labelled by

partitions of N:
N
|:1
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with the «\[ equal to the lengths of the cycles which characterize the k-th permutation
class. For example. the permutation classes of S3 are

Class Parttteon Permutatzons

1 [1,1.1] (1)(2)(3) = [ (identity)

Zlll]3
(123) (132)

The eigenfunctions of the spin-free Hamiltonian can be classified according to their
‘ permutation class and thus by corresponding partitions of N. The eigenfunction is

said to belong to a particular permutation class [A] if it is a projection of a linear

combination of permutation operators constructed from permutations

inTheprojection operators can be constructed using Young’s theory [22, 67, 57],

Each irreducible representation can be labelled with a Young frame, consisting of
boxes arranged in rows with lengths corresponding to the characteristic cycle lengths
«\‘.

For example, the irreducible representations of S3 can be associated with the

partitions and frames
[1,1,1] [2,1] [3]

Q Q] im
According to the Pauli principle, systems of fermions are described by state func-

tions which belong to the antisymmetric (alternating) representations of the symmet-

ric group Sy. Consequently all naturally occurring permutation states must have
e

cyclic structures characterized by partitions [«\] of the integers 1, . . . , N which satisfy

p groups of 2 N—2p groups of 1

where p = N/2 — S is the permutation quantum number and S is the spin quantum

number. Equivalently, the physically relevant irreducible representation subspaces of
Vi"] are labelled by Young frames with one or two columns.

A Young tableau can be constructed by plccixig each of the first N integers in a

box of a Young frame. The tableau is called standard if the integers increase from
left to right and from top to bottom; the number of standard tableaux associated
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with a frame gives the dimension of the corresponding irreducible representation
(Figure 3.1) These tableaux are concise sources of information about the irreducible
representations. For example. they can be used to build the matrix representations
of SN and to form structure projectors which project primitive N-particle functions
into the physically relevant subspaces. VW must also be invariant to the symmetry
operations of the molecular point group. Symmetries generated by the molecular
geometry can lead to a further reduction of the eigenvector, and they may be exploited
to simplify the formation of products involving the matrix of two-electron integrals

' (see section 4.3).

3.2 The Structure Projectors

The structure projector associated with a standard Young tableau TQ can be written

XX = Q(T¥1)K·i\

xxlwhereQ(1i‘) is the signature of the permutation operator i· and ix; permutes the
indices of TQ to obtain the standard tableau T1) of Figure 3.1.

The unnormalized Young operators are written as

K; = A;P;, (3.4)

where denotes an antisymmetric sum of products of permutations over indices in
·

the columns of the tableau T1},

‘
·^ —ß ~ ·ßAi = E 6>(ri‘n)ri'rf» (35)

wi
and denotes a product of symmetric sums of permutations over indices in tableau
rows,

PQ = 1-[(1 + ¤i·{). (3.6)
*i

The column operators 1i·§‘ and rf permute indices in the first (cx) and second (ß)
columns of Tf, respectively. The row operators rt; permute indices in the r-th row of

T}, and T is the identity operator.
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3.3 Symmetry-Imposed Constraints on the Vari-

atioual Coefücierits

The eigenfunctions of the spin-free Hamiltonian are approximated as

<I> C,, (3.7)
71.·--„JMZI

Because all Ö which belong to an irreducible representation space labelled by «\ satisfy
Ö = XÄÖ, symmetry adaptation places constraints on the variational coeflicients
C,,,___,JN. For example, consider the action of and on primitives with invariance

{2,1} ofthe vector c = 6lll|111) . . . c,,,|•jj) +c,,,|jij) + cJ,,|jji) + . . . + c„,„„„|mmm)
“for a 3-particle case:

Xi¤ = -—·+ ¢·_„(|¥fJ) — UM) UM) + ¢„»(2\Ji¢) — ?|¢JJ)) + · --
= · · ·(c1~1 + cw (2cm “ cm ' cm ··

Note that in the structure projection 6}]] = -6}], and 6},] = 0. The relationships
among the coefäcients can be visualized by inserting the orbital indices into the
Young frame to generate Weyl ÜGÖICGILÄÖTI. Each Weyl tableau can be associated
with a particular ket and its variational coeflicient; for example,

l - ii
All coeflicients whose orbital indices are related by permutations over same-column

indices have equal absolute values with relative signs equal to the parity of the per-

mutations. That is, if (jl, . . . ,jN) = i·§‘1i·f(kl, . . . ,k,v), then

When both columns of the Weyl tableau are of equal length, coeflicients whose orbital

indices are related by permutations exchanging Weyl tableau columns must be equal.

For singlet systems, if (jl, . . . ,jN) = {Hs; (kl, . . . ,kN), then

Cji,...,j~ = Cki,...,ky·
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The set of all coefhcients which are not niapped onto each other by permutations over
same-column indices (or by column exchanges for systems with zero spin quantum
number) are unique ket coefficients. The orbital indices corresponding to unique ket
coefficients can be obtained very simply as follows; For each column of the Young
frame, place all possible combinations of orbital indices in the boxes so that the
indices increase going down the column and no orbital index appears in the same
column twice (generating the columns of the Weyl tableau). Join the columns in
all possible ways to obtain a rectangular array of Weyl tableaux. Each of these
tableaux corresponds to a unique ket coeflicient. The Weyl tableau generated for a
doublet 3—electron system and a closed shell 4-electron system are given in Figure
2. Note that for closed shell systems, pairs of kets corresponding to pairs of Weyl
tableau with identical (but interchanged) columns have identical coefficients. The
canonically indexed vector of unique ket coefficients (the "packed” eigenvector) for
the 3 electron system is given in Figure 3.3.

The number of unique kets q(m, N, S) is

otherwise.

Typical values of q(m, N, S) and D(m, N, S) for small systems are given in Table 3.2.
Note that q(m,N, S) is larger than Weyl’s number because of linear dependencies
among some of the unique ket coeflicients in the spin-adapted eigenvector. When m
is much greater than N, the ratio q/D approaches §(§N + 1) for singlet systems and

(§N+ S+ 1)/(2S+ 1) when the spin quantum number is nonzero. A similar situation

exists in the two-box Weyl tableau expansions used in Clifford algebra unitary group

approaches [65]; in both cases the substantial simplification in the structure of the
model Hamiltonian compensates for the increase in dimension.
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Table 3.1; The full, C, and packed, C spin-adapted eigenvectors for N = 3, m = 3,
S = 1/2.

Index 1 Het Ö, Ö,

1 [111) O C112
2 lll?) C112 c113

· C11; C313

4 [121) O C122
5 [122) C13; C123

6 [123) C12;} C223
7 [131) Ü C132
8 [132) C13; C133

9 [133) 6136 c233
10 [211) -6113
ll [212) O
12 [213) CQ13

13 [221) -6133

14 [222) O
15 C333

16 [231) -6133
l

17 [232) O
18 C333

19 —Cu3

·C313

21 [313) Ü

‘c123

24 [323) O

25 [331) -6163 .
26 [332) —C336
27 [333) O
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1 1 l· 2 !
3 4 1

1 E E 1

1 2N,, — 1 2Nß ä
l 2Ng + 1 1

. li1
N

Figure 3.1: The standard Young tableau TQ. Na and Nß are the numbers of boxes in
the first (or) and second (ß) columns, respectively.

Table 3.2: Full space and subspace dimensions for typical systems with N electrons,

m basis functions, and S = 0.

Full Space Number of Number of Weyl’s

Dimension Determinants Unique Kets Number

m N mN q(m,N, S) D(n, N, S)

10 4 10000 4845 1035 825

20 4 160000 91390 18145 13300
30 4 810000 487635 94830 67425

40 4 2560000 1581580 304590 213200

50 4 6250000 3921225 750925 520625

20 8 2.56 x 101° 76904685 11739435 5799465

30 6 6.56 X 1011 2.56 X 109 3.76 X 10° 1.72 X 10°
40 6 6.55 X 1012 2.89 X 101° 4.18 X 109 1.85 X 109

10 10 1.00 X 1010 184756 31878 19404
60 10 9.77 X 10* 1.73 X 1013 2.24 X 1012 8.3 X 1011

75 10 5.63 X 1018 1.17 X 1015 1.48 X 101* 5.3 X 1013
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lg Ä 11Ili ;1|21 °1|3,

[Q @1 LQ
13g§1|1 ,12

14 @1
Weyl tableau construction of the eigenvector; N = 4, m = 4, S = 0.

141 12 13 14 23 24 34
Q

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 6
2 2 2 6 2 2 6 2 4 2 4

13 11 11 1 1 2 1 2 1 6
6 6 313 6 6 6

14 _ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 6
4 4 4 6 4 4

23 2 2 2 2 2 6
6 6 6 6 4

24 2 2 2
6III!4 4

34 3 3
4 4

Figure 3.2: Weyl tableau construction of the eigenvector: N = 3, m = 3, S = 1/2.



Chapter 4

Computational Techniques

In this chapter we describe how the tensor product decomposition of the Hamiltonian

and the structure of the spin-adapted eigenvectors can be exploited in the numerical

solution of equation 1.12. First, we simplify the calculation by reducing the general

matrix eigenvalue problem to standard form, using one of the congruence transfor-
mations described in section 4.1. Given the magnitude of q(m, N, S) for even modest
values of m and N and the structure of the Hamiltonian matrix, matrix eigenvalue
methods based on matrix transformations (for example the Jacobi and QR methods)

are impractical for tensor product variational calculations for systems with nonmin-

imal basis sets or with more than three or four electrons. However, several of the
subspace and vector iterative methods can be profitably applied; these are described

in section 4.2. All methods involve certain basic linear algebraic kernals, such as the

formation of dot products and Hamiltonian matrix-matrix multiplications. In sec-

tion 4.3 we show how algorithms for these kernals can exploit the structure of the

Hamiltonian matrix and the spin-adapted vectors in scalar, vector, and parallel envi-

ronments. Several of the iterative large matrix eigenvalue algorithms require starting

estimates of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of interest; section 4.4 discusses how

these estimates can be obtained.

32
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4. 1 The Standard Matrix Eigenvalue Problem

Although the general eigenvalue problem can be solved directly, the solution can often
be obtained more economically by first converting the problem to standard form. For
example, the Rayleigh quotient iteration described in section 4.2 can be formulated
for either the general (HC = eSC) or the standard (H'C' = 6C') matrix eigenvalue
problems. The general solution requires the formation of large matrix—vector products
involving S and H at each iteration while the standard solution requires only products
involving H'.

The reduction of the general matrix eigenvalue problem to standard form can
always be accomplished in principle (although ill-conditioning of the overlap matrix
can make the reduction difficult in practice). Note that all eigenvalues of s are
positive, since if u' is the i-th eigenvector of s the corresponding eigenvalue d, can be
written

d,J,/c:1

= u;*u}c/¢;(r)¢>;,(r)dr
],k:l

„. 4*= /'|\;„4¢,4r)4| dr
J:1 4

which is always greater than zero. This property guarantees that the Hamiltonian and

N-particle overlap matrices can be simultaneously diagonalized, since if the spectral

decomposition of the one electron overlap matrix is written s = udu° then

s=

UDU'

where D must be real. Because D‘l/2U‘SUD "/2 = I, if the spectral decomposition

of the Hamiltonian matrix is H = VEV‘, the matrix W = UD’1/QV will diagonalize
both H and S. There are many possible choices for W since W right-multiplied by
any nonsingular diagonal matrix will also diagonalize H and $[66].
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The reduction to standard form can be accomplished by a congruence transfor-

mation H' = Z‘HZ. Z = ®;l;, z, where z is an invertible matrix which satishes

I = z°sz. (4.1)

The eigenvalues of H' and H are identical and the corresponding eigenvectors are
related by a factor of Z". There are several choices for z which can accomplish the

reduction to standard form:

1) z = £", where s = (T (Cholesky decomposition);

2) z = s"/2 = u’d"/Qu (symmetric orthogonalization);

3) z = ud"/2 (canonical orthogonalization).

The Cholesky factor Z preserves the profile of the overlap matrix[66]. Figure4.1

shows the structure of the overlap matrix and its Cholesky factor for a hydrogen

molecular dimer calculation at the [3s2p] level. The structure of the Cholesky factor

can be exploited in the formation of matrix-vector products llxand (l ® Z)1, particu-

larly in calculations which involve systems of weakly interacting monomers and large

basis sets of nonorthogonal orbitals. The Cholesky decomposition is easier to com-

pute than the canonical or symmetric orthogonalizations, requiring O(m3/6) versus

O(15m3) floating point operations (using the QR. algorithm [33] to accomplish the

symmetric orthogonalization). The symmetric orthogonalization preserves the struc-

ture of the spin-adapted vectors, an advantage which is not shared by the Cholesky
”

decomposition or canonical orthogonalization. For any spin—adapted vector 1,
S“‘/21

is also spin-adapted since the overlap matrix (and all of its powers) commutes with

the structure projectors.

The canonical orthogonalization proves convenient when the basis set is nearly

degenerate (resulting in small ( < l0") eigenvalues d„). If u is chosen so that the

eigenvalues of s decrease down the diagonal of d, then all d,, below a chosen threshold

can be discarded by simply truncating the transformation matrix.

The general eigenvalue problem H c = E S c becomes

H'b = Z‘HZb = sb, b = Z'1c, (4.2)
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where the structure of H' is ·
.v _ ‘ _ _ _ .v { _

H' :9 (z'/rz) :9 z) R,. (4.3)
::1 :4;

4.2 Large Symmetrie Matrix Eigeuvalue Algorithms

The size and structure of H' dictates an iterative solution. In this section we briefly
‘ describe several large symmetric matrix eigenvalue algorithms which do not alter

the Hamiltonian matrix (preserving the tensor-product form) and which can supply

ground state (and in some cases, l0w—lying excited state) eigenvalue and eigenvector

estimates.

4.2.1 Vector Iterations

We first describe the power method, a classical method for locating the dominant

eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of a matrix. Consider the n—term Krylov

sequence
° {13<°>, H'Z><°>, H'H’b(°),...,H”‘B<°>}. (4.4)

for a spin-adapted trial eigenvector bm of H'. The power method gives a limit to

this sequence which is an unnormalized eigenfunction corresponding to the largest

eigenvalue of H'. To demonstrate this consider a system with the physical eigenvalues

of H' ordered as
lol > lol 2 lol 2 2 lol 2 O; (4-5)

(the method can also be extended to some systems with degenerate ground states).

Define ,8 -1)
BW =Ä (4.6)

llH bl"' ’ll«»
where the infinity-norm of a vector 1: of length n is defined as ||x||„ = max1S,S,, |x,|.

Let the orthonormalized eigenvectors b1,b;, . bp of H' form a basis for a physically

relevant subspace of H. The initial trial vector bl") can be expanded in this basis:

-
P P

6<°> = E 6.,6,. (4.7)
::1
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lf hw) is an adequate approxirnation of the ground state eigenvector bl, ol is nonzero.

The product
H’b(°l

has components {61a1b1,.. . ,6],o(],b],} and by the ordering of eigen-
values in equation 4.5,

II¤¤rbrII4>/Iletezbtllw > Ilerbillm/Iletbtllw M8)
for all a gé 1. The component of the trial vector which points towards the dominant
eigenvector has been enriched.

U
The power method is simple but not often used in practice. The iteration con-

verges linearly at a rate governed by the ratio [6;/61]. A poorly chosen initial eigen-

vector estimate (for which cx; is close to zero) will converge very slowly (or not at

all if cz; = 0). Eigenvalue (and eigenvectors) other than the dominant one can be

obtained by a "deflation" of H' which removes 61 as an eigenvalue [94], or by inverse

iteratton.

lnverse iteration applies the power method to the inverse of H' with origin shifted

by -5I, where 5 approximates some target eigenvalue 6] of H' [33]. Given a spin-
adapted trial vector H0) which adequately approximates the corresponding eigenvector

b], consider the sequence of trial vectors bl") obtained by solving

(H - z1)e =
E<”·‘>,

(4.9)

and normalizing,
Öl") = c/||c]],„. (4.10)

_

bf") converges linearly to b] as n approaches infinity.

The precise solution of equation 4.9 is difficult since the matrix H — 5I is very

ill·conditioned if 5 is a good eigenvalue estimate; the error

A=e—(H-6I)"Bl"·‘) (4.11)

is the same order of rnagnitude as the solution. However it can be shown that the error

vector points almost entirely in the direction of the eigenvector whose corresponding

eigenvalue is approximated by 5 [66].

The Rayleigh quotient zteratzon accelerates the inverse iteration by replacing the

shift with the energy functional of the new trial eigenvector. Given an initial eigenvec-

tor estimate Ä") with Rayleigh quotient 5(°l, each iteration consists of the following:
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1. Form ein = (B<‘=>)=H'z3<“>/(13<“>)=z?<“>;

2. Solve
(H’ — 5l"lI)c = hl");

3. Normalize the new trial vector:bl")4.

Test for convergence.

Step 1 requires an additional matrix multiplication over the inverse iteration, but

the first step is far less costly than the second step. A single Ptayleigh quotient

iteration is not much more expensive than a single inverse iteration for this problem.

·. The rate of convergence becomes cubic; after only a few iterations, the number of

significant digits in the approximate eigenvector triple every iteration.[33]. However,

the matrix H' j 5("lI now changes with every iteration, and El") does not always

converge to the eigenvalue closest to 5(°l as n approaches infinity; the initial vector

must be "sufHciently close" to the target eigenvector. Dehning the residual vector

„·<“>
= (11* - 6<~>1)5<*·> (4.12)

it can be shown that when the norm of r(") is less than ] of the minimum gap between

the target eigenvalue EJ and its adjacent eigenvalues, then ef") will converge to 6, [94].

However the minimum gap is usually unknown.

This situation is in marked contrast to the inverse iteration, which will always

converge to the eigenvector whose eigenvalue is closest to the shift 5, given any initial

eigenvector estimate which is not orthogonal to the eigenvector being sought. Inverse

iteration can be used to refine an initial eigenvector estimate until it is suficiently

close to the target eigenvector; then we can switch to the more rapidly convergent

Rayleigh quotient iteration.

Our code presently employs "TLIME", a two-tiered inverse iteration/Rayleigh

quotient scheme developed by Szyld Szyld’s method guarantees superlinear

convergence to an eigenvalue on a specified interval (5+A5, 5-A5), if any eigenvalues

exist in the interval. When the interval does not hold any eigenvalues, the method

will converge to the eigenvalue closest to 5. The method begins by applying inverse
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iteration until a switching criterion is satistied, and then continues with Rayleigh
quotient iteration. Define a residual for the inverse iteration analogous to 4.12,

q(“)
= (H'—E[)Äl"), (4.13)

Since 131**) converges to an eigenvector b_, as n approaches intinity, the norm of
q(”l

provides an upper bound on the gap between the shift and the eigenvalue 6} closest

to it. The bound will not worsen as the iteration progresses [87], so

++q‘°’++
2 ++6%*1++ 2 2 ++6i‘">++ 2 +6 — 6,+ (4-14)

Thus the target eigenvalue is on the interval (E- ||q(")||, E+ ||q(")||), and so if ||q(")|| <
AE, then 6} E (E+AE. E—AE). From equations 4.12 and 4.14, ||r(")||2 = |Iq(")|\2 —(€—
El"))2 so ||r(")|| S ||ql"l||. If AE is less than § of the minimum gap between the target
eigenvalue and its adjacent eigenvalues, the Rayleigh quotient iteration will cubically
converge to an eigenvalue on (E + AE, E - AE). This motivates a switch from inverse

iteration to the Rayleigh quotient iteration when

||<1‘")|| S AE- (4-15)

Since the minimum gap is not known, one can not be certain that the eigenvector is

"sufliciently close" to the true eigenvalue. The Rayleigh quotient is carefully moni-

tored. If it leaves (E + AE, E — AE), the algorithm switches back to inverse iteration.

Notice that if the interval does not contain an eigenvalue, the switching crite-
rion 4.15 is never satisfied and only inverse iterations would be performed. In this

case TLIME will switch to Rayleigh quotient iterations if the relative change in the

Pcayleigh quotient between iterations becomes smaller than some preset tolerance. A

minimum number of inverse iterations are forced to prevent the the procedure from

prematurely switching to the Rayleigh quotient iteration.

The minimum gap length for the target eigenvalue determines the rate of conver-

gence in both the inverse and Ptayleigh quotient iterations. Since the eigenvalues of
H' tend to be closely spaced. convergence of any of the vector iterations tends to be

slow. Fortunately excellent estimates of ground state eigenvalues and eigenvectors can

be easily obtained, and only a few iterations are usually necessary for convergence.
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However, obtaining these estimates for excited state eigenvalues and eigenvectors is
more difhcult.

The feasibility of both the inverse and Rayleigh quotient iterations also depends on
the difliculty of solving systems involving H'- EI. As noted previously, factorization
of this matrix is impractical. TLIME iteratively solves these systems using the large

sparse symmetric linear equation solver SYMMLQ [61], based on a conjugate gradient
procedure.

‘
4.2.2 Subspace Iterations

The iterative subspace methods variationally approximate the eigenvector at each

iteration n within a subspace of dimension d spanned by a set of vectors {vyn);1
[25].

Coordinate relaxation methods (e.g. the Cooper-Nesbet algorithm [24, 59] used by

Saxe et al.[75] in their classic double zeta FCI water study) use subspaces of small fixed

dimension. The Cooper-Nesbet method requires the storage of only one CI vector, but

convergence can be rather slow and the method is better suited to conventional rather
than direct CI. The root-shifting optimal relaxation method developed by Shavitt ct.
al.[80] has been used in a number of CI calculations. The optimal relaxation methods
correct the trial eigenvector Ü") at each step using

5<'*+‘> = 5<*·> + 21,6;, (4.16)

where 6; is a unit vector and A is chosen to minimize the energy functional E("+1). If

only the j-th component of the eigenvector is varied, the solution of öE("*‘)/8b, = 0

is
A, = (E("+)) — H],)‘1v, (4.17)

where 17 = (H' — E(""‘)I)Ä("). Bender and Davids0n’s [8] variation allows several

components of Ü") to be changed simultaneously; Shavitt et. al. further extend 4.17

to allow excited-state eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be obtained (by shifting all lower

eigenvalues[26]). Unfortunately, the method can not compute isolated eigenstates

(all lower-energy states must be known). Additionally, near-degenerate states cause

convergence problems.
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The Lanczos method [45] employs the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure within a sequence
of nested Krylov subspaces which increase in dimension by one with each iteration;

1c<‘> C 1c<*> C C lCl"l (4.18)

where ICM is the subspace of Vwl spanned by the hrst i elements of the Krylov
sequence 4.4. The motivation for the method comes from the fact that lC(") will
be nearly invariant under H' as n becomes large, since for sufficiently large 71

H"‘v

becomes approximately proportional to H"‘"‘v, and thus will contain good approxi-
‘

mations of the eigenvectors of H'. The Krylov subspaces have a number of additional
advantages. The restriction of H' to the Krylov subspace Kl") can be written

T<“> = v<“>*H'v<*·> (4.19)

where the columns of Vi") are the Lanczos vectors {11,}:*:0 which form an orthonor-
mal basis for /C("). The Lanczos vectors can be computed recursively to generatc a
tridiagonal T matrix whose eigenvalues belong to the spectrum of H'.

However, in the basic Lanczos procedure round-off errors destroy the orthogonality
of the basis vectors as the iteration proceeds. Several modifications to the algorithm
circumvent this problem, by completely, selectively, or periodically reorthogonalizing
the Lanczos vectors [66].

The Davidson method [25] also increases the dimension of the approximating

subspace by one with each new iteration but attempts to improve convergence by
using perturbation theory to select each new element of the spanning set.

An important feature of these iterative large matrix eigenvalue algorithms is that

the Hamiltonian matrix is referenced only via a subroutine which forms Hamiltonian

matrix-vector products, allowing the tensor product structure to be used advanta—

geously.
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4.3 Formation of the Model Hamiltonian Matrix-
Vector Product

ln each step of the vector or subspace iterations, Hamiltonian matrix-vector products
are required;

1: = Hy = Ht.„„y+(H — H„„)y

where H5,,,y and (H — H5,,,)y are the one and two-electron parts of the product and
er and y are symmetry-adapted vectors. The formation of the two-electron part

N
Z P,;‘[<Z‘ e Z‘)g<Z e Z) e 1[”·“‘)e,y
!<]

is the rate·limiting step. The expression for (H -H 5,,,) in terms of pair transpositions

p.,(Z1o-·—®c.e~·-®¤,®···ew)=(¢1®···®¢,®···®Z•®···®<>~)¤<=¤d¤=¤
N

1 NZp„+1,,(Il" le (Z' ® Z’)g(Z ® Z) ® ll °"‘l)p•+1,) ut
n<j

which suggests a convenient reduction of the problem. If 1: and y are partitioned into

subvectors 1:“ and ykl of length mz which cycle indices k and l while holding all other

indices constant, the two-electron matrix vector product can be reduced to forming

Z? = (Z' ® Z‘)s2(Z ® Z);/ii

for all subvectors mf}, and yfb, where I" labels the set of noncycling indices. The

transformation of g should be performed implicitly (by preserving the factored form

of the transformation matrix) to minimize errors due to finite precision arithmetic.

For example, the multiplication involving canonical orthogonalization consists of the

steps

1) Solve (d ® d)‘”'za = yß for a.

2) Form b = (u ® u)a.

3) Form c = gb.
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4) Solve (u ® u)d = c for d.

5) Solve (d -2; d)"Z1§„‘. = d.

lt is more efficient to form matrix-vector products in tensor product spaces (step 2)
and solve linear systems with coefficient matrices which are tensor product matrices
(step -1) without explicitly forming the large (m2 x mz) tensor product matrices. In
step 2 above we exploit the fact that U can be written as a sum of elementary matrices

U = u,_,E',,, .
·.1

where E,, is an m x m matrix with element ij equal to unity and all other elements
equal to zero. Since E,, = 6, Ci, 6; (where 6, and 6, are unit vectors), the tensor

. product U ® U can be written in terms of elementary tensor products

UU._
mit ‘2•J2

which is a twice contravariant and twice covariant tensor. The vector

w wiiuzeii11,12

and the matrix-vector product is then

Z = (U ® U)w = “•i.1i“¤z„1zw1i.1zc¤i ® Zip
·i„·¤.1i.1¤

which is (formally) the contraction of contravariant and covariant components within
each of the two one-particle spaces. Pereyra and Scherer [68] have outlined general
algorithms for solution of systems of linear equations involving nonsingular tensor
product matrices which are based on triangular decompositions of the factor matrices

coupled with tensor contractions. Multiplication by the two-factor tensor products

(z ® z) can be accomplished by noting that for matrices A, B, and C,
(B‘

® A)vecC = vecACB, (4.20)

where the vec operator produces a vector of length pq from a p x q matrix by con-

catenating the matrix’s columns (see Appendix A). Because the subvectors contain

two cycling indices they can be naturally written as matrices yff, = vec Ypi.
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While there are a large number of subvectors, they possess the same spin symme-
tries as their component kets, e.g.. ·

vii = e<N’N:>y¥·
where 7l'°7l"6I = J. Exploitirig these symmetries significantly reduces the number of

subvectors which must be explicitly gathered and premultiplied by the transformed
two—electron integral matrix.

Pagirig activity can be minimized during the gathering of subvector elements from

the packed eigenvector by organizing the eigenvector as a rectangular array (square
and symmetric for singlet systems) with rows (columns) corresponding to lexically

ordered combinations of orbital indices over the first (second) column in the appropri-

ate Young frame as in Figure 3.2. For example, for each fixed set of ß (odd) indices,

we obtain all necessary elements which are indexed by fixed and cycling a (even)

indices. To address individual elements of the eigenvector array we use Handy and

Knowles’ addressing function [42]:
1v

address(t1,...,ty) = 1 +
Ak_,k (4.21)

zzr
which computes the lexicographic index of an ordered combination of orbital indices.

Here {tk} is a strictly ascending orbital indices drawn from a single column of the

Weyl tableau (i. e., indices drawn from columns cx and ß of the tableau give its row
and column indices in the eigenvector array, respectively). The array A is given by

Au = 27;:-,.. ((,,1.) - (5,,*..)) when m — N + h Z! 2 h; ie < N;
Ay; =l—-N when m2l2N

The subvectors of y can be constructed, effectively multiplied by (z ® z)'g(z ® z),

and scattered to different subvectors of x with indices dictated by spin symmetry.

This procedure has several advantages in parallel environmentsz

1) Subvectors which differ by 3 or more noncycling indices can be constructed

from distinct portions of the packed veeter. In parallel mode, this means

that it is possible to simultaneously gather several subvectors from a

packed vector in shared memory without contention.
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2) Each ofthe transformed two electron integral matrix-subvector multiplica-
tions involves the same number of floating point operations. The matrix-
vector multiplications can be apportioned evenly among the processors so
that the load balancing should be very good.

3) The independence of the individual subvector problems suggests that in-

terprocessor communication will be minimal.

4) The generation of the molecular integrals in parallel in loosely coupled
i

processor arrays leaves integrals over different shells distributed among
the different processors. In the tensor product method this poses no great
difficulty because there is no need to perform integral transformation (in-

volving sorting and redistribution of the integrals among the processors).

The overhead required to form the subvectors relative to the time required for in-

dividual subvector term calculations will determine the feasibility of parallel tensor

product calculations.

4.4 Choice of The Initial Eigenvector Estimate

It was noted in Chapter 3 that the eigenvectors of the tensor product Hamiltonian

are not restricted to any particular permutation class. Thus the ground state energy

often does n.. correspond to the lowest eigenvalue of H'. Given the cost of the
i

Hamiltonian-matrix vector multiply, the choice of a good initial eigenvector estimate

becomes critical as the particle number and basis set size increase.

When 6 is the SD-CI ground state energy (corrected for size—consistency errors),

and hm is constructed from the Hartree-Fock wavefunction, a single inverse iteration

and one or two Rayleigh quotient iterations were sufficient for convergence in the

hydrogen dimer calculations described in Chapter 5.

The bare nucleus Hamiltonian can provide eigenvalue estimates which are guaran-

teed (albeit very crude) lower bounds on the true eigenvalues. The bare nucleus term
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of H' can be written as a Kronecker sum 1 of the transformed one-electron matrices:
iv .

(.:1hz) 3 1t”—·l (4.2:)
1TIl

= @:1hz (4.23)
tzi

The eigenvalues of HQW are sums of the eigenvalues of z’hz. and the eigenvectors are
Kronecker products of the corresponding eigenvectors.

_ A more physically realistic starting vector is the single determinantal Hartree-
Fock wavefunction. The initial guess corresponds to a Hartree-Fock determinant,

spin-projected as necessary using Matsen’s structure projectors. The correct spin

symmetry should in principle be preserved throughout the iterative solution of the

matrix eigenvalue problem because all of the operators employed are spin-free, and

the same integral matrices are used throughout; in practice, the nonassociativity of

iioating point operations in Hnite precision arithmetic may cause the vector to leak

into nonphysical subspaces. In this case spin projection of the vector over the course

of the eigenvalue iteration may be necessary occasionally.

Given a set of occupied Hartree-Fock orbitals cp,,, k = 1,.. . , N such that

(4.24)
x:1

the elements of the corresponding packed eigenfunction for a closed shell system can

be simply generated by forming

.v
C11„·—-„Ju = H awt (4-25)

1::1

where the set {ik} indexes the occupied molecular orbitals.

1see Apperidix A.
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Figure 4.1; The structure of the overlap matrix and its corresponding Cholesky factor

for a weakly interacting (R = 120.0) pair of [3s2p] hydrogen molecules in the T-

configuration



Chapter 5

Applicat1ons

In this chapter we demonstrate the tensor product method using sample calcula-

tions for a fewsmall model systems. In section 5.1, potential energy curves for the

ground and low-lying exrited states of H; are presented. Section 5.2 describes a fully

variational double—zeta potential energy surface for the hydrogen molecular dimer.

The surface consists of 136 configurations at varying orientations and intermolecular

separations from 3.0-11.0 bohrs. Extension of these calculations to larger basis sets

will allow the construction of highly accurate anisotropic pair potentials to study

structure, phase transitions and many-body effects in hydrogen crystals, topics with

potential applications in controlled hydrogen fusion technologies, ._

All tensor product calculations were done on an IBM 3090/600VF mainframe,

using the software described in Appendix D. The molecular one- and two-electron

integrals were computed using the POLYATOM package. Hartree-Fock and configu-

ration interaction calculations were performed using GATXSSIAN 82 [10].

5.1 Ground and Excited States of H;

The hydrogen molecule has been extensively studied and provides a first testing

ground for any theoretical treatment of electron correlation. The most precise theo-

retical H; energies and wavefunctions have been computed by Kolos et. al.[43]. Their

fully correlated wavefunction composed of gaussian geminals which depend explicitly
47
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on the interelectronic distances. The corresponding energy is about 40 microhartrees
above the exact nonrelativistic Born-Oppenheimer energy.

The goal of the following calculations is to demonstrate and verify the tensor
product method rather than attempt to approach the nonrelativistic limit, accordingly
an economical basis set is employed. Both ground and excited states are of interest
so the basis set is not optimized with respect to any particular state. The basis set

consists of linear combinations (or "contractions") of primitive Cartesian Gaussian

functions
(51)

where A is a normalization factor, r is the electronic position vector (relative to the

orbital center), i,j, and lc. are positive integers whose sum is the angular momentum

quantum number of the orbital function, and ( is the orbital exponent. The orbitals

a
¢1s = E <1¤9ooo(C„)

1;:1
$2; = 90o0((4)

are centered on hydrogen atom c = a or b, using the contraction coefficients a„ and the

exponents given in table 5.1. This double zeta basis is a 3-1 contraction of Huzinaga’s

49 basis [36], which was obtained by a least squares fit to hydrogenic Slater-type
orbitals. A more precise basis set would include dtßuse functions (with small or-

bital exponents), polarzzateon functions (with angular momentum quantum numbers

greater than zero), and possibly functions centered at locations other than the nuclear

centers (typically, at bond midpoints). Table 5.2 compares restricted Hartree-Fock

(RHF) and full configuration interaction calculations in the double zeta basis of Table

5.1 with more extensive basis sets containing additional 9 and p functions.

The tensor product decomposition of the Hamiltonian for this two electron system

is given by
(h®S+S®h+g)C=€(S®S)C (5.2)

For such a small system H' can be diagonalizeo (e. g., using the Householder-QR.-

Wilkinson algorithm [33]) to obtain ground and excited state energies and eigenvectors

to independently check the convergence of the large-matrix methods described in
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Table 5.1; Exponents and contraction coeflicients of the double zeta basis set em-
ployed in the sample H2 and (Hg); surfaces.

Exponent Contraction

n gl, Coeflicient a„

1 13.3615 0.032828

2 2.01330 0.231208

3 0.453757 0.817238

· 4 0.123317 1.000000

section 4.2. Table 5.3 presents ground state full CI energies and the energies of the

lowest 3 states at various internuclear separations R, obtained by diagonalizing the

tensor—product Hamiltonian. Figure 5.1 shows the potential energy curves lowest 4

eigenstates.
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Table 5.2: H, total energies in hartrees ( R = 1.4 a. u.)
Basis RHF FCI

[361p] -1.128618 -1.155854

[461p] -1.129062 -1.156858

[362p] -1.132717 -1.168271

[462p] -1.132968 -1.168858

[463p] -1.163140 -1.170492

The 36 and 46 sets are 3-1-1 and 3-1-1-1 contractions of Huzinaga’s 56 and 66 sets,

respectively; the 1p, 2p, and 3p functions have exponents {0.15}, {1.0,0.08}, and

{1.0,0.15,0.08}, respectively.
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Table 5.3; H2 ground and low-lying excited-state total energiesejin Hartrees) at various

internuclear separations.
R(bohr)1.10

-1.1150620 -1.1150619 -.6403517 -0.5418460

· 1.20 -1.1335792 -1.1335791 -.6897202 -0.5789991

1.30 -1.1438653 -1.1438652 -.7301348 -0.6064784

1.35 -1.1466918 -1.1466916 -.7477283 -0.6174041

1.40 -1.1482871 -1.1482870 -.7638760 -0.6267924

1.45 -1.1488411 -1.1488409 -.7787549 -0.6348518

1.50 -1.1485147 -1.1485146 -.7925118 -0.6417625

1.55 -1.1474455 -1.1474453 -.8052704 -0.6476806

1.60 -1.1457511 -1.1457509 -.8171340 -0.6527419

1.70 -1.1408787 -1.1408785 -.8385211 -0.6607539

1.85 -1.1310077 -1.1310076 -.8657243 -0.6688704

2.00 -1.1194081 -1.1194080 -.8882258 -0.6739444

2.25 -1.0988838 -1.0988836 -.9176830 -0.6788167

2.50 -1.0791241 -1.0791239 -.9395081 -0.6816051

3.00 -1.0464614 -1.0464612 -.9676407 -0.6839020
I

3.50 -1.0245185 -1.0245183 -.9828509 -0.6814980

4.00 -1.0115883 -1.0115881 -.9908385 -0.6744419

5.00 -1.0013692 -1.0013691 -.9968545 -0.6517242

6.00 -0.9991104 -0.9991103 -.9982143 -0.6258778

FCI- full configuration interaction energies, computed with GAUSSIAN 82.

TP- tensor product full variational energies.
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Figure 5.1: Ground and excited state potential energy curves for double-zeta H;
computed by the tensor product approach
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Note that the term symbols labelling the eigenstates follow the usual notation for
linear Doo), and Com, moleculesl. The spin multiplicity of the eigenstates is determined

by application of the singlet and triplet structure projectors

XP] = &-§{i + a} (5.3)

and
XM1: éü - ti), (6.4)

respectively, where i' exchanges the electron labels. Similarly, the symmetry of the

wavefunctions can be assigned by observing the action of symmetry operations (e.

g., the inversion operator simultaneously exchanges orbitals centered on a with corre-

sponding orbitals on center b. For example, for an ungerade eigenvector the coefhcients

of the kets |1s„2.s„1sb2s(,) and |1sb2sb1s,,2s,,) have equal absolute values but opposite

signs). The 1}]:1 and 3Ej states converge to twice the energy of an isolated double
zeta hydrogen atom at large internuclear distances (-0.9985546 Hartrees at R = 100

bohrs) while the 1Zj and 1)]; states converge to the energy of infinitely separated
H+ + H° (-0.4691839 Hartrees at R = 100 bohrs). The tensor product energies agree

with full CI calculations to 0.1-0.2 microhartrees.

of the total orbital ehghier momentum of the eieetrehe
along t.he molecular axis is zero. The subscript u or g indicates that the eigenstate is odd or even

with respect to inversion through the molecular center of gravity. The left superscript gives the
spin multiplicity 25 + 1 and the right superscript gives the sign of the wavefunction after reflection
through the yz plane (where z corresponds to the bond
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5.2 A Full Variational Hydrogen Dimer Potential

Energy Surface -

5.2.1 Background

The (H2); van der Waals dimer has been a frequent subject of both experimental

and theoretical studies. Experimental H2-H; interaction potentials can significantly

deviate from one method to another. particularly when using state-selective methods

(for example, molecular beam scattering methods). These deviations occur because of

varying degrees of experimental sensitivity to different hydrogen isotopes, rotational

forms, intermolecular potential ranges, and potential anisotropy. The variety of post-

SCF and experimental results available and the relative simplicity of the system

make the hydrogen molecule dimer a good first candidate for tensor product full

variational studies. Although a number of FCI results are available for H; dimer

structures of high symmetry, complete potential energy surfaces at the FCI level have

not yet been computed. Construction of a highly accurate (H;)2 potential surface

is worthwhile both theoretically and practically, given current interest in the low-

temperature behavior of solid hydrogen in the development of hydrogen fuel and

fusion technologies[78].
The first ab-initio calculations were performed in the late sixties and early sev-

enties by Magnasco and Musso and Tapia and Bessis. The latter study involved 4

structures of (H2); at the SD- CI/[3s3p] level (see Figure 5.2.1.
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A series of computations involving these highly symmetric structures have been

performed at both the SCP and post-SCP levels. Wilson and Goddard [96] computed

fully correlated potential energy curves with a minimal Slater-type basis for the struc-

tures of Figure 5.2.1 (with an additional "crossed" or tetrahedral structure). Rubin-

stein and Shavitt[72] presented similar calculations using an unoptimized double—zeta
basis set.

Of the four structures the T-structure is the most stable (due to the attrac-

tive quadrupole-quadrupole interaction) and has been the most extensively stud-
i

ied. Burton[18] obtained a minimum energy T-structure geometry using CEPA and

PNO-SDCI with a large basis set (78 independent Gaussian functions). Harrison

and Handy[35] performed a full CI calculation using Burton’s geometry and basis

set. Their computation included 912464 CSFs in C';„ symmetry; convergence to 10"

hartree required 8 hours on a CRAY-1S using the GUGA-CI program of Saxe. Hobza

et. al.[37] performed MP4 calculations on the T-structure with a variety of basis sets;

their results indicate that basis set superposition errors (BSSE) are important in both

SCP and post-SCP calculations. A [4s3p] basis set was recommended as an economi-

cal compromise between basis set size and completeness for extended calculations on

the energy hypersurface.

Price and Stone [84] fitted a number of anisotropic pair potentials in the region of

the van der Waals minimum to a 130-point rigid- rotor SDCI surface with a moderate

(30 function) basis set. The SDCI calculations included corrections for both size

consistency errors and BSSE. Using an exponential form for the short-range repulsive

and S-function expansions for the long-range attractive portions of the pair potential,

an extremely accurate ütting was obtained.

Schneider et. al. recently computed a rigid-rotor [4s3p] surface at the second-order

Möller—Plesset and SDCI levels, corrected for basis set superposition error. Fifteen

separate structures were included in the calculations. Their results indicate two equiv-

alent T—structures as stationary points, connected by a saddle point with a rhomboid

structure.
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5.2.2 Model Geometry

Each (H2 lg geometry is completely specified by 6 parameters; The distance R between
the molecular centers of mass; the H—H molecular bond lengths rl and rz; the angles
91 and 92 between the line joining the centers of mass and the two molecular bond
axes; and the torsional angle ;. The model geometry is shown in Figure 5.2.2.

The bond lengths rl and rz should be essentially equal for all but highly repulsive
geometries, and will Vary independently only when R is less than 2-3 bohr. Outside

. of this cutoff distance,r1 = r2 = re = 1.4 bohr (and the potential surface is that of a
rigid rotor). The independent Variation of the bond lengths at small intermolecular
separations should allow a more accurate determination of the repulsive branch of

the potential than has been previously obtained, since in this region higher order

correlation effects become more prominent. Exploration of this region of the potential

surface is deferred for a future study.
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Energies are computed for the C';,, "T", DJ., rectangular, and D„,, linear structures

of Figure 5.21. and for a "crossed” DM contiguration (with 91 = 92 = 0 = 90°).

A large number of low-symmetry structures are computed. using the orientations

selected by Price and Stone [84]. The orientations include angles chosen to facilitate
polar Gauss-Legendre and azimuthal Gauss-Chebyshev integrations (see Appendix

C).

5.2.3 Basis Sets

In any full variational calculation the choice of a basis set is necessarily a compromise

between chemical accuracy and computational economy. Large basis sets are pro-

hibitively expensive (and often contain near dependencies that may lead to numerical

difficulties). Smaller basis sets inadequately model the charge distribution, leading

to inaccurate prediction of polarizabilities and dipole moments and introducing basis

set superposition errors. The basis set superposition error is a nonphysical varia-

tional lowering of the energy of one molecule in the presence of the virtual orbitals

of another[13]. These errors result in a serious overestimation of interaction energies

and are highly dependent on the geometry of the supermolecule. A simple estimate

of the size of basis set superposition errors can be obtained by computing the energy

of one molecule in the presence of the basis functions of the other, without the other’s

nuclei or electrons. The difference between the isolated molecule’s true energy and

its energy in the presence of the "ghost" orbitals of the other is usually taken is taken

a.s the basis set superposition error. In truncated CI calculations the lack of size con-

sistency complicates this simple estimate. Also note that the ghost orbitals include

both occupied and virtual orbitals. Only the virtual orbitals cause the spurious low-

ering of the energy, so this procedure (sometimes referred to as the "counterpoise"

method) slightly overestimates the basis set superposition error. When the occupied

orbitals are compact (as in the case of the hydrogen molecular dimer) the counter-

poise method should prove adequate. Although it would seem that the best remedy is

an extended basis set, in the Möller-Plesset calculations of Hobza and Sauer [38] the

basis set superposition error remained large relative to the interaction energy even

with very large basis sets.
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The expense of full variational computations increases rapidly with basis set size,

motivating the use of highly optimized basis sets. While a large basis set can be

conveniently optimized with respect to the energy of a single hydrogen molecule (for

example, see Burton[18]) this approach is not feasible for small basis sets. Optimiza-

tion with respect to the isolated molecule results in a contraction of the polarization

functions which can lead to a poor description of the interaction potential. On the
other hand, the use of diffuse polarization functions in small basis sets leads to higher

basis set superpositlon errors [TT].
° In Table 5.2.3 tensor product variational energies reproduce Jankowski and Pal-

dus’ "H4" model hydrogen molecular dimer full CI energies to 1-2 microHartrees.
The model consists of a pair of coplanar STO-3G hydrogen molecules with the atoms

at the vertices of a trapezoid (see Figure 5.2.3). For a description of the basis set see

Jankowski and Paldus [39].
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In this preliminary study, the double zeta basis set of Table 5.1 is used without ba-

sis set superposition corrections. Table 5.5 compares restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)

and full configuration interaction calculations in the double zeta basis with more ex-
tensive basis sets (containing additional 6 and p functions) for the T-configuration of

the hydrogen dimer, with a center-to—center intermolecular separation of 6.7 bohrs.

These calculations suggest that (of these extended sets) the [362p] basis is a good

comprimise between computational economy and accuracy. The total configuration

interaction energies (with size-consistency corrections) successively decrease by 0.2%,
A. 1.0% , and 0.1% with the addition of a first, a second, and a third polarization

function, respectively. .Addition of a third and fourth 6 function to the double zeta

basis set successively decreases the corrected total configuration interaction energies

by 0.5% and 0.09%, respectively. Restricted Hartree-Fock and limited configuration

interaction (including all single and double excitations) calculations were performed

for each point on the potential energy surface. The energies for the linear, "T", rect-

angular, and crossed structures are given in Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, respectively.

The corresponding potential energy curves are plotted in Figures 5.2.3, 5.2.3, 5.2.3,

and 5.2.3. The energies for the low-symmetry structures are collected in Appendix

D.

Note that the symmetry of the rectangular configurations in table 5.8 dictates

that only pair excitations (doubles and quadruples) can contribute to the correlation

energy [39], so the relative importance of the quadruple excitations can be gauged.

The double excitations contribute 43.8 to 46.5 millihartrees to the correlation energy ‘

while the contribution of the quadruple excitations is 0.64-0.68 millihartrees.

The Davidson size-consistency correction was applied to the single-double configu-

ration interaction energies for comparison with the fully variational energies obtained

using the tensor product method. The Davidson correction [46] estimates the corre-

lation energy due to "unlinked" quadruply excited configurations (which correspond

to products of double replacements) as

AE, = (1 — cä)AE,; (5.5)

where AEd is the correlation energy for double-excitation CI and cg is the coeflicient
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Table 5.5. (H2); total energies in hartrees for the (72,, "T"-configuration with R =

6.7 a. u. for various basis sets. ‘

· Basis RHF SD-Cl SD-CI+SCC

[21] -2.249476 -2.295883 -2.296557

[211p] -2.249846 -2.300263 -2.301047
· [311p] -2.257230 -2.311150 -2.311991

[411p] -2.258117 -2.313136 -2.314013

[312p} -2.265418 -2.335614 -2.336741

[412p] -2.265936 -2.336764 -2.337914

[413p] -2.266253 -2.339868 -2.341142

All energies computed using Gaussian-82[10].

RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock.

SD-CI: Configuration interaction, including single and double excitations only.

SCC: Davidson’s size-consistency correction.

TP: Tensor-product full variational energies.
{ i

The 31 and 41 sets are 3-1-1 and 3-1-1-1 contractions of Huzinaga’s 51 and 61 sets,

respectively; the lp, 2p, and 3p functions have exponents {0.15}, {1.0,0.08}, and

{1.0, 0.15,0.08}, respectively.
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of the Hartree-Fock reference configuration. The corrected CI energies neglect triple
excitations entirely, and do not entirely account for the fairly important quadruple
excitations. Agreement between the corrected CI energies and the tensor product
energies is very close at long range, the difference between the two energies rising to
IO-15 microHartrees at intermolecular separations of 4 bohrs.

Price and Stone [84] describe a 6—parameter "S" potential function which was

capable of fitting a SD—Cl [3slp] surface (with energies computed at identical orienta-

tions and intermolecular separations) with an unweighted root-mean-square error of 6

microhartrees; this potential model should be able to adequately distinguish full and

truncated CI surfaces, particularly at closer intermolecular separations. Further stud-

ies will determine the feasibility of constructing an anisotropic model potential which

_ can accurately reproduce full variational double Zeta (and extended basis) surfaces.
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Table 5.6: Double Zeta (H2); total energies in hartrees for for the Doo), linear config-

uration at various intermolecular separations.
R(bohrs) RHF SD-Cl SD-CI+SCC TP

_ 4.0 -2.2361802 -2.2826690 -2.2833287 -2.2833416

4.5 -2.2437115 -2.2902583 -2.2909256 -2.2909381

5.0 -2.2469736 -2.2936044 -2.2942788 -2.2942896

5.5 -2.2484073 -2.2950525 -2.2957303 -2.2957390

6.0 -2.2490361 -2.2956462 -2.2963247 -2.2963313

6.5 -2.2493070 -2.2958648 -2.2965425 -2.2965475

7.0 -2.2494225 -2.2959295 -2.2966062 -2.2966099

7.5 -2.2494724 -2.2959384 ~2.2966142 -2.2966169

8.0 -2.2494949 -2.2959311 -2.2966062 -2.2966081

9.0 -2.2495108 -2.2959144 -2.2965887 -2.2965898

10.0 -2.2495151 -2.2959060 -2.2965800 -2.2965806

100.0 -2.2495203 -2.2958997 -2.2965733 -2.2965739

All energies computed using Gaussian-82[10] and TP. ·

RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock.

SD-CI: Configuration interaction, including single and double excitations only.

SCC: Davidson’s size-consistency correction.

TP: Tensor-product full variational energies.
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Table 5.7: Double zeta (H2)? total energies in hartrees for for the

Chconfigurationat various intermolecular separations.
R (bohrs) RHF SD-Cl SD-CI+SCC TP

4.0 -2.2392804 -2.2857997 -2.2864665 -2.2864814

. 4.5 -2.2451155 -2.2916349 -2.2923058 -2.2923138

.5.0 -2.2477323 -2.2942226 -2.2948953 -2.2948996

5.5 -2.2488420 -2.2953020 -2.2959754 -2.2959778

6.0 -2.2492814 -2.2957158 -2.2963895 -2.2963908

6.5 -2.2494456 -2.2958592 -2.2965329 -2.2965334

6.7 -2.2494765 -2.2958833 -2.2965570 -2.2965576

7.0 -2.2495041 -2.2959024 -2.2965760 -2.2965765

7.5 -2.2495233 -2.2959118 -2.2965854 -2.2965858

8.0 -2.2495284 -2.2959114 -2.2965850 -2.2965852

9.0 -2.2495271 -2.2959065 -2.2965801 -2.2965803

11.0 -2.2495224 -2.2959016 -2.2965752 -2.2965754

100.0 -2.2495203 -2.2958997 -2.2965733 -2.2965739

All energies computed using Gaussian-82[10] and TP.

RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock.

SD-CI: Configuration interaction, including single and double excitations only.

SCC: Da.vidson's size-consistency correction.

TP: Tensor-product full variational energies.
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Table 5.8; Double zeta (H2); total energies in hartrees for for the D2), rectangular

configuration at various intemiolecular separations.

R(bohrs) RHF SD-Cl SD-C14-SCC TP

5.5 -2.2488412 -22953611 -2.2960376 -2.2960408

6.0 -2.2492423 -22957021 -2.2963773 -2.2963794
l

6.5 -2.2494058 -2.2958316 -2.2965061 -2.2965076

7.0 -2.2494724 -2.2958790 -2.2965532 -2.2965543

7.5 -2.2494994 -2.2958954 -2.2965693 -2.2965701

8.0 -2.2495104 -2.2959003 -2.2965741 -2.2965748

9.0 -2.2495167 -2.2959011 -2.2965748 -2.2965752

10.0 -2.2495182 -2.2959002 -2.2965739 -2.2965743

All energies computed using Gaussian-82[10] and TP.

RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock.

SD-CI: Configuration interaction, including single and double excitations only.

SCC: Davidson‘s size-consistency correction.

TP: Tensor-product full variational energies.
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Table 5.9; Double Zeta (Hg); total energies in hartrees for for the DM crossed config-

uration at various interniolecular separations.
H(bohrs) RHF SD-CI SD-Cl-}-SCC TP

4.0 -2.2402958 -2.2872358 -2.2879241 -2.2879230

4.5 -2.2456109 -2.2922626 -2.2929423 -2.2929424

5.0 -2.2479155 -2.2944281 -2.2951042 -2.2951045

5.5 -2.2488728 -2.2953186 -2.2959931 -2.2959934

6.0 -2.2492618 -2.2956740 -2.2963479 -2.2963481

6.5 -2.2494187 -2.2958135 -2.2964872 -2.2964874

7.0 -2.2494813 -2.2958675 -2.2965411 -2.2965414

7.5 -2.2495057 -2.2958880 -2.2965616 -2.2965618

8.0 -2.2495515 -2.2958955 -2.2965691 -2.2965693

9.0 -2.2495192 -2.2958989 -2.2965725 -2.2965727

10.0 -2.2495197 -2.2958992 -2.2965728 -2.2965731

100.0 -2.2495203 -2.2958997 -2.2965733 -2.2965739

All energies computed using Gaussian-82[10] and TP.

RHF: Restricted Hartree-Fock.

SD-CI: Configuration interaction, including single and double excitations only.

SCC: Da.vidson’s size-consistency correction.

TP: Tensor-product full variational energies.
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Chapter 6

Conclusioris

in
In this work the tensor product approach has been realized as a fully variational
method, with many of the attendant advantages and shortcomings common to all
fully variationaf methods. While it may produce accurate results, the size of even
the packed form of the eigenvector severely restricts the applicability of the method.
In this work only applications involving small molecules with modest basis sets were
feasible. In order to extend the scope of the method further approximations will be
necessary. Development of the algorithm in a parallel environment (as outlined in
Chapter 4) and the availability of high capacity storage devices may also allow the
method to be applied to larger systems.

The incorporation of frozen core approximations will signiHcantly extend the
method, and allow it to be used within the framework of MCSCF calculations which
involve configurations selected in a small active orbital space. The basic idea involves
a partitioning of the orbital basis into a "core" set whose members remain relatively
unperturbed by the chemical process being considered and a set of valence (or active
or "peel" orbitals) which participate directly. Electrons occupying the core orbitals
are uncorrelated; they experience only the averaged Held of the other N—1 electrons,
while the electrons in the peel orbitals are fully correlated.
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OApper1d1x A

The Kronecker Product amd the
vec Operator

The tensor (or Kronecker, or direct) product between matrices is defined as follows:
Let A = [a,]] and B = [b,)] be m x n and p x q matrices, respectively. Then the
Kronecker product A ® B is the mp x nq partitioned matrix

GHB GIQB . . . (11nB

ix

¤mzBIngeneral the Kronecker product is associative and distributive over addition and
multiplication but it is not commutative. For arbitrary matrices A, B, C, and D and
scalars cx and ß, the Kronecker product has the following properties (see [34, 60] for
proofs):

A®(B+C) = A®B+A®C (A.1)
(A 3 B)(C (3 D) = (AC) ® (BD) (A.2)

(¤A)®(ßB) = aß(A®B) (A.3)
(A 3

B)‘
= A' ® B' (A.4)

and when A and B are square, invertible matrices,

(A ga
B)·‘

=
A·‘

® B·" (A.6)
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The Kronecker product matrix inherits the sparsity patterns of its factor matrices.
For example, the tensor product of diagonal matrices is a diagonal matrix; the tensor
product of upper (lower) triangular matrices is again an upper (lower) triangular
matrix.

If the square n x T7, and mx m matrices A and B have the spectral decompositions
A = UDU‘ and B = VEV‘, the spectral decomposition of the Kronecker product
A 3 B is

_ A3B = (UDU‘)3(VEV°)

= (U 3 v)(D 3 E)(U* 3 V*)

= (U cg V)(D ® E)(U ®
V)‘

so that if Au = cm and Bv = dv, where u and v are columns of U and V and oz, ß
are the corresponding eigenvalues, then

(A®B)(u®v)=cxß(u®v) (A.6)

The Kronecker sum of A and B is defined as

A69B=I,n3A+B3In (A.?)

where Im and In denote m x m and Tl x rt identity matrices. For the matrices A and
B described above, the spectral decomposition of their Kronecker sum is

AEBB=(U®V)(D@E)(U®V)' (A.8) ·

so (A Q B)(u ® v) = (or + ß)(u ® v).

The vec operator maps an m x Tl matrix A = [61,)] onto a vector vec(A) of length
mn by joining the columns of A:

011

61111vec(A) = (A.9)
/12*.

amn
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The vec operator is linear (vec(ozA + 3B) = or vec(A) + I3 vec(B)) and it preserves
the Euclidean norm of its operand (|| vecf _i\)||E = ||A||i; =

Vi/xyz!
xyz!
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OAppendix B

O2 Total Eriergies for Low-Symmetry
O

(H2)2 Configurat10116

The orientation angles 91. 9;, and ub are defined in figure 5.2.2. The orientations were

chosen by Price and Stone [84] to facilitate Gauss-Legendre integration; the values

of the Gauss-Legendre integration angles are: 25.0l73397°, 42.l37987l°, 57.42050l2°,

66.0669004o, ll3.9440996’, 122.5T94988°, and 164.96266o6¤.
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Table B1 Double zeta (HJ); total eiiergies in hartrees for for various low-symmetry

configuratiox1s.R = 4.3 to R = 5.1
91 9; 0 Rlbolirs) RHF SD-CI SD-CI+$CC TP

57.4 57.4 90.0 4.3 -2.24344424 -2.2900928 -2.2907692 -2.2907732
90.0 90.0 54.0 4.3 -2.24-393686 -2.2907500 -2.2914341 -2.2914363

i
150.0 30.0 0.0 4.4 -2.2435045 -2.2899914 -2.2906584 -2.2906664

57.4 57.4 18.0 4.4 -2.2441776 -2.2909885 -2.2916693 -2.2916787

25.0 25.0 18'.0 4.6 -2.2448765 -2.2915115 -2.2921837 -2.2921954

122.6 57.4 18.0 4.6 -2.2460065 -2.2925801 -2.2932554 -2.2932604

57.4 90.0 54.0 4.6 -2.2460809 -2.2927090 -2.2933869 -2.2933903

25.0 57.4 54.0 4.7 -2.2461028 -2.2927002 -2.2933742 -2.2933815

25.5 90.0 90.0 4.7 -2.2464757 -2.2929986 -2.2936717 -2.2936765

45.0 45.0 45.0 4.7 -2.2460650 -2.2927199 -2.2933961 -2.2934039

25.0 25.0 90.0 4.8 -2.2462479 -2.2928333 -2.2935058 -2.2935143

155.0 57.4 54.0 4.8 -2.2467646 -2.2932773 -2.2939496 -2.2939545 .

115.0 35.0 10.0 4.8 -2.2469694 -2.2934785 -2.2941516 -2.2941561

25.0 57.4 18.0 4.9 -2.2470659 -2.2936835 -2.2943592 -2.2943667

57.4 90.0 18.0 4.9 -2.2474829 -2.2940879 -2.2947656 -2.2947703

122.6 57.4 54.0 4.9 -2.2474446 -2.2939542 -2.2946285 -2.2946310

66.1 66.1 12.0 5.1 -2.2480110 -2.2946273 -2.2953056 -2.2953109

155.0 25.0 54.0 5.1 -2.2475812 -2.2941502 -2.2948243 -2.2948307
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Table B.2: Double zeta (H3;) total energies in hartrees {or for various low-symmetry
configurations. R = 5.2 to Pt = 6.1

91 9; ¢> R(b·.>hrs) RHF SD-CI SD-CI+SCC TP

- 57.4 90.0 90.0 5.2 -2.2483650 -2.2948439 -2.2955187 -2.2955197

57.4 25.0 90.0 5.2 -2.2481393 -2.2946662 -2.2953362 -2.2953401

2.5.0 90.0 18.0 5.4 -2.2486918 -2.2951692 -2.2958432 -2.2958460

25.0 57.4 90.0 5.6 -2.2488607 -2.2953582 -2.2960330 -2.2960359

25.0 25.0 18.0 .5.6 -2.2486503 -2.2952714 -2.2959493 -2.2959565

42.1 90.0 12.0 5.6 -2.2489554 -2.2954322 -2.2961070 -2.2961094

155.0 25.0 54.0 5.7 -2.2488400 -2.2953940 -2.2960702 -2.2960748

57.4 57.4 18.0 -5.7 -2.2489686 -2.2954998 -2.2961764 -2.2961802

25.0 90.0 54.0 5.7 -2.2490649 -2.2955142 -2.2961880 -2.2961897

90.0 90.0 18.0 5.8 -2.2491253 -2.2955997 -2.2962752 -2.2962775

113.9 42.1 12.0 5.8 -2.2491490 -2.2955843 -2.2962581 -2.2962593

25.0 57.4 54.0 .5.9 -2.2491248 -2.2956274 -2.2963030 -2.2963060

25.0 90.0 90.0 5.9 -2.2492190 -2.2956536 -2.2963274 -2.2963285

57.4 90.0 18.0 6.1 -2.2492980 -2.2957406 -2.2964152 -2.2964169

122.6 57.4 54.0 6 1 -2.2493109 -2.2957296 -2.2964034 -2.2964040
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Table B3. Double zexa (H2)2 :0:al energles in llartrees for for various low-symmetry
configurations, R = 6.2 :0 R = 7.1
gl 92 $ R(b0hrs) RHF SD-CI SD-CI+SCC TP

1.55.0 57.4 18.0 6.2 -2.2493369 -2.2957745 -2.2964486 -2.2964498

120.0 30.0 45.0 6.2 -2.2493403 -2.2957731 -2.2964447 -2.2964481

25.0 25.0 54.0 6.2 -2.2492153 -2.2957658 -2.2964431 -2.2964477

57.4 57.4 54.0 6.3 -2.2493465 -2.2957947 -2.2964695 -2.2964711

90.0 90.0 .54.0 6.3 -2.2493671 -2.2957802 -2.2964543 -2.2964550

57.4 90.0 90.0 6.4 -2.2494036 -2.2958063 -2.2964800 -2.2964803

25.0 57.4 18.0 6.4 -2.2493567 -2.2958351 -2.2965106 -2.2965133

30.0 30.0 10.0 6.4 -2.2493056 -2.2958362 -2.2965131 -2.2965173

80.0 30.0 10.0 6.6 -2.2494407 -2.2958656 -2.2965398 -2.2965411

145.0 30.0 0.0 6.7 -2.2494357 -2.2958819 -2.2965567 -2.2965582

25.1 90.0 18.0 6.7 -2.2494690 -2.2958773 -2.2965511 -2.2965518

57.4 57.4 90.0 6.7 -2.2494518 -2.2958653 -2.2965391 -2.2965346

155.0 25.0 18.0 6.7 -2.2494126 -2.2958879 -2.2965635 -2.2965659

122.6 57.4 18.0 6.8 -2.2494779 -2.2958743 -2.2965479 -2.2965484 ·

57.4 90.0 54.0 6.8 -2.2494663 -2.2958744 -2.2965488 -2.2965396

42.1 42.1 12.0 6.8 -2.2494249 -2.2958932 -2.2965688 -2.2965714

155.0 57.4 54.0 6.9 -2.2494793 -2.29-58950 -2.2965691 -2.2965700

25.0 25.0 90.0 6.9 -2.2494338 -2.2959105 -2.2965863 -2.2965890

155.0 25.0 54.0 7.1 -2.2494650 -2.2959199 -2.2965952 -2.2965973

57.0 90.0 18.0 7.1 -2.2494882 -2.2958887 -2.2965627 -2.2965635
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Table B.4; Double zeta (H2;} Total ellergles ln hartrees {or for various low-synlmetry

corlligurations. R = 7.2 co R = 8.0
H1 62 0 R(bohrs) RHF SD-CI SD-CI+SCC TP

113.9 42.1 12.0 7.2 -2 2495089 -2.2958992 -2.2965728 -2.2965732

25.0 90.0 13.0 7.3 -2.2495130 -2.2959060 -2.2965796 -2.2965801

57.4 57.4 54.0 7.3 -2.2494934 -2.2958993 -2.2965735 -2.2965744

150.0 30.0 45.0 7.4 -2.2494960 -2.2959215 -2.2965961 -2.2965975

25.0 25.0 18.0 7.4 -2.2494738 -2.2959295 -2.2966049 -2.2966073

122.6 57.4 54.0 7.6 -2.2495171 -2.2959021 -2.2965757 -2.2965760

42.1 90.0 12.0 7.6 -2.2495143 -2.2959046 -2.2965784 -2.2965789

30.0 60.0 45.0 7.7 -2.2495067 -2.2959143 -2.2965885 -2.2965895

25.0 57.4 18.0 7.7 -2.2495052 -2.2959163 -2.2965906 -2.2965918

66.1 90.0 64.0 7.8 -2.2495137 -2.2958971 -2.2965707 -2.2965710

25.0 90.0 90.0 7.8 -2.2495244 -2.2959084 -2.2965819 -2.2965822

57.4 57.4 18.0 7.9 -2.2495071 -2.2959076 -2.2965816 -2.2965826

155.0 57.4 54.0 7.9 -2.2495215 -2.2959132 -2.2965870 -2.2965875

25.0 57.4 18.0 8.0 -2.2495113 -2.2959148 -2.2965889 -2.2965899

120.0 30.0 80.0 8.0 -2.2495207 -2.2959105 -2.2965848 -2.2965853
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Table B.5; Double zeta (Hel; total energies in hartrees for {or various low-symmetry
U

configurations. R = 8.2 to R = 12.0
91 92 d> Rfbohrs) RHF SD-CI SD-CI+SCC TP

25.0 25.0 54.0 8.2 -2.2495060 -2.2959212 -2.2965957 -2.2965970

66.1 66.1 12.0 8.2 -2.2495121 -2.2959043 -2.2965818 -2.2965788

155.0 25.0 18.0 8.4 -2.2495160 -2.2959176 -2.2965917 -2.2965926

25.0 90.0 54.0 8.4 -2.2495263 -2.2959075 -2.2965810 -2.2965813

60.0 90.0 80.0 8.8 -2.2495213 -2.2959012 -2.2965747 -2.2965750

25.0 57.4 54.0 8.8 -2.2495196 -2.2959085 -2.2965823 -2.2965829

57.4 90.0 90.0 9.0 -2.2495214 -2.2959010 -2.2965746 -2.2965748

42.1 42.1 12.0 ‘ 9.0 -2.2495149 -2.2959076 -2.2965815 -2.2965822

57.4 57.4 90.0 9.2 -2.2495217 -2.2959027 -2.2965763 -2.2965766

155.0 57.4 18.0 9.2 -2.2495250 -2.2959063 -2.2965799 -2.2965859

120.0 30.0 45.0 9.4 -2.2495194 -2.2959049 -2.2965787 -2.2965787

90.0 90.0 54.0 9.4 -2.2495188 -2.2958997 -2.2965733 -2.2965729

57.4 90.0 54.0 9.6 -2.2495207 -2.2959027 -2.2965746 -2.2965748

122.6 57.4 18.0 9.6 -2.2495234 -2.2959057 -2.2965763 -2.2965765

25.0 25.0 90.0 9.8 -2.2495178 -2.2959057 -2.2965796 -2.2965801
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Apperidix C

Software

This appendix lists the software used to generate the double—zeta hydrogen dimer

potential energyisurface in the sample calculations described in Chapter 5. The

program was implemented to demonstrate the use of the tensor product structure

specifically for a small 4 electron system; a more efficient and general program is

presently under development.

The program TP4 requires several data files. The molecular integrals are com-

puted using POLYATOM modules PA20a, PA20b, PA30a and PA30b, which place

the one- and two- electron integrals with their packed indices on a tape connected

to TP4 through logical unit 14. The Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals are read from .

logical unit 10 (see subroutine GUESS) to construct an initial eigenvector estimate.

The initial eigenvector estimate is then spin-adapted using subroutine PRO], which

reads the permutations which characterize a desired structure projector from unit

13. Alternatively, an initial eigenvector estimate (which has been spin projected and

transformed) may be provided on unit 9; the final transforrned eigenvector estimate

is written to unit 9. All other output is written to unit 6.

A file on unit 5 contains miscellaneous input parameters; the first record holds

the 6-character label of the POLYATOM integral tape. The second record holds

an initial eigenvalue estimate, an estimate of the half-width of the interval where

the eigenvalue is to be found, and the maximum residual norm which TLIME will

use as a stopping criterion. The third record holds two Hags: MOGUES (which
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>elects a Hartree-Fork starting wtgtar rf zero. or an initial vector read from unit

Ta c»therwr6e‘i and \”EYlE30€ -for vezbose yutput). The fourth record holds eontrel

parameters far TLIME. }tiTÖ€lT (the zrririirnuzri number uf iterations before a switth

in the ca>,e af ;t statt-inarv F.arle:gh MAXITN (the maxirrrurn number of

shrft/ergenvector refi:iem~i·r.ts brll«;v,·ed¥. ND fa negative power of 10 such that when

the eigenvalue estimates ~i·nverge ro within 10"YD TLIME switches from inverse to

Ravleigh quotient iterarrorryt. and H0 {the nurnher of components at each end of the

trial vector to print. each rt·:ratron(_=.
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C TP4 v1.1 ·

C

C TP4 demonstrates fully variational electronic structure calculations

C using a tensor product decompcsition of the Hamiltonian.

C

rnptrcrr EEAL*8 <A—n,o-2)
IHTEGER P

PARAHETER (H=8,P=4,H2=M*H,HP=H**P,LBEC = 128)

ornrrsror AL(H,H),C(H),SS(H,H),WEHK(H2,H2)
ornrrsror W1(HP),W2(HP),W3(HP),W4(MP),W5(HP)
LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAlD,DBUG,PHEC0l,GEI,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTB

HEAL*8 HAHTAP

EXTERIAL ATIHES,ASB

connor /IlTGRL/ n<n,n>,6<n2,n2>
connor /ovrLP/ s<n,n)
CUHHOI /HYHULT/ IIDEX(HP)

CUHOI /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAID,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTH,PBECOI,

1 IOUT,IlTSRC,IITPRT,ID,KPRIIT

connor /PATAP/ PKDLBL(LREC),VALIIT(LREC)
connor /rrrrcY/ rruc _

connor /r1cEr/ w<np),x<np>
IUUT = 6

IH0 = 10

IPBOJ = 13

ITAPE = 14

VEEBUS = .TRUE.

PARAID = .TRUE.

READ(5,1100) IAHTAP

READ(5,*) SPIH

READ(5,*) GAMMA,HWIDTH,EHORH

READ(5,#) M¤GUES,VEHBOS,PARAlD
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HEAD(5,*) HIHIT,HAXITH,HD,K0

1100 FOHHAT(A6)

CALL PATAPE(HTAPE,HAHTAP,S,H,G,H,H2)

IF (VEHBOS) THEH

WHITE (6,*) ’THE UVEHLAP HATHIX:
’

CALL HATPHT(S,H)

WHITE (6,*) ’THE HAHILTUHIAH CUHE:
’

CALL H1wPar(H,H)
WHITE (6,*) ’THE TWO ELECTHUH HATHIX:

’

CALL HATPRT(G,H2)

EID IF

CALL DECOH(S,AL,W,IHDEX,M)

IF (VEHBOS) THEH

WHITE (6,*) ’CHOLESKY FACTOH OF S:
’

CALL HATPHT(AL,H)

EID IF

CALL THAlSF(AL,H,W,H,1,H)

CALL THAISF(AL,G,W,H,2,H2)

IF (HOGUES .EQ. O) THE]

CALL GUESS(SPII,IUUT,IHO,IPHOJ)

CALL HULTTY(AL,X,W,H,P,HP,10,W2)

ELSE
uz1¤(s,·)x

EIDIF
PHECUI = .FALSE.

GEI = .FALSE.

GUTVEC = .THUE.

GOTVAL = .THUE.

SPECTH = .THUE.

GAHHA = GAHHA — EHUC

zps = 16.DO ·# (-12)
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ASIZE = 0.0DO

CALL TLIME(MP,W,Wi,W2,W3,W4,W5,

& X,ATIMES,ATIMES,PRECOH,ATIMES,ASB,

t MIHIT,GEH,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,

t HWIDTH,SPECTR,HD,GAMMA,EPS,

t MAXITH,HOUT,KO,IHFO,ASIZE,RHORM)

L
C

C TLIME IS DESIGHED TO FIHD AH EIGEIPAIR OF A SPARSE SYMETRIC

C PEHCIL (A,B) USIHG A COMBIBATIOH OF IHVERSE AID RAYLEIGH-

C OUOTIEHT ITERATIOHS.

C THE MAI! OPERATIOH IS TO APPLY THE SYMMETRIC

C IHDEFIIITE EOUATIOH SOLVER SYMMLO TO SYSTEMS OF THE FORM

C

c (A — SHIFT*B) ·~ xmzw) = x
C

C TO REFIIE THE EIGEIVECTOR APPROXIMATIOI X. THE EIGEIVALUE

C APPROXIMATIOI SHIFT MAY THE] BE REFIIED USIIG THE RAYLEIGH

C OUOTIEIT CORRESPOIDIHG TO X(HEW).

C

C MORE SPECIFICALLY TLIME WILL TRY TO FIID AND EIGEHPAIR

C SO THAT THE EIGEIVALUE LIES IH THE IITERVAL CEHTERED Il

C GAMMA (IF GOTVAL=.TRUE.) WITH WIDTH 2*HWIDTH

C

C

C PROVISIOH IS MADE FOR PRECOIDITIOHIIG THE ABOVE SYSTEM OF

C EOUATIOIS.

C

C PARAMETERS

C ........--

C
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C N INPUT THE DIMENSIDN SF THE MATRIX A.

C

c B1(N) w01¤<sPAcz
C PCN) WORKSPACE

C R1(N) WURKSPACE (ONLY USED IN SYMMLQ)

C R2(N) WORKSPACE '

C V(N) WURKSPACE
‘

C W(N) WURKSPACE
“

C

C X(N) INPUT IF GOTVEC = .TRUE. , X IS ASSUMED TO

C CONTAIN AN INITIAL APPROXIMATIUN T0 THE

C REQUIRED EIGENVECTUR. OTHERWISE X WILL

C — BE INITIALIZED TU A STANDARD VECTUR.

C

C UUTPUT ON RETURN, X WILL CONTAIN THE FINAL

C APPROXIMATIÜN TU AN EIGENVECTOR, NURMALIZED

C TO HAVE B·NÜRM 1.

C

C ATIMES EXTERNAL A SUBROUTINE DEFINING THE MATRIX A.

C FOR A GIVEN VECTOR V, THE STATEMENT

C CALL ATIMES( N,V,P )

C

C SHOULD RETURN THE PRÜDUCT P = A*V.

C ATIMES MUST NUT ALTER THE VECTOR V.

C

C MSOLVE EXTERNAL AN OPTIONAL SUBROUTINE DEFINING A

C PRECONDITIÜNING MATRIX M, WHICH MUST BE

C PUSITIVE DEFINITE AND WILL USUALLY

C APPRÜXIMATE (A · SHIFT*B) IN SOME SENSE.

C FOR A GIVEN VECTOR V, THE STATEMENT
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C

C CALL MSOLVE( N,V,X )

C

C SHOULD SOLVE THE LIHEAR SYSTEM M*X = V.

C MSOLVE MUST NOT ALTER THE VECTOR V.

C

C BTIMES EXTERHAL A SUBROUTINE THAT PERFORMS THE MULTIPLICATION

C OF THE MATRIX B TIMES THE VECTOR V IN THE

C FORM CALL BTIMES(N,V,P) WHERE P IS

_ C THE VECTOR CONTAINING THE RESULT.

C BTIMES MUST NOT ALTER THE VECTOR V.

C .

C ASB EXTERNAL A SUBROUTINE THAT PERFORMS P=(A-SHIFT*B)*V

C NOTE THAT SHIFT IS PASSED THROUGH THE COMMOI

C BLOCK /ASBCOM/.

C

C **NOTE. THE PROGRAM CALLING TLIME MUST DECLARE

C **ATIMES, BTIMES, ASB AND MSOLVE TO BE EXTERN]

C

C PRECON INPUT IF PRECON = .TRUE. , PRECONDITIOIING WILL

C BE INVOKED. OTHERWISE, SUBROUTINE MSOLVE

C WILL NOT BE REFERENCED. IN THIS CASE THE

C ACTUAL PARAMETER CORRESPONDING TO MSOLVE MAY

C BE THE SAME AS THAT CORRESPONDING TO ATIMES.

C

C MINIT INPUT MININUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS BEFORE SWITCH

C IN THE CASE OF STATIONARY RAYLEIGH-QUOTIEIT.

C

C GEN INPUT LOGICAL VARIABLE SET TO TRUE IF THE

C MATRIX B IS DIFFERENT FROM THE IDEITITY, I.E.

C IF WE ARE DEALING WITH A TRUE GEIERALIZED
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C EIGENV«LUE PROBLEM. IF GEN=.FALSE., THEN

C THE SUBROUTINE BTIMES IS NOT REFERENCED.

C

C

C GOTVEC INPUT LOGICAL VARIABLE, DEFINED ABOVE IN THE DEFINIT

C

C GOTVAL INPUT IF GOTVAL = .TRUE. , GAMMA IS USED

C AS INITIAL ESTIMATE OF AN

C EIGENVALUE OF THE MATRIX A. OTHERWISE

C GAMMA WILL BE INITIALIZED TO THE

C RAYLEIGH-OUOTIENT X(T)*A#X/X(T)#B#X

C CORRESPONDING TO THE INITIAL X.

C

C HWIDTH INPUT HALF WIDTH OF THE INTERVAL WHERE THE EIGENVALU

C IS TO BE FOUND. IF KNOWN IT SHOULD BE SET TO

C AN ESTIMATE FOR 1/8 OF MINIMUM LOCAL GAP

C BETWEEN EIGENVALUES, I.E. 1/8 OF THE MINIMUM D

C BETWEEN THE EIGENVALUE SOUGHT AND ITS NEIGHBOR

C IN THE LATTER CASE SPECTR SHOULD BE SET TO TRU

C IF HWIDTH.LE.O IT ASSUMED THAT THE USER IS SEE '
C TO FIND ANY EIGENVALUE, SO HWIDTH IS RESET TO

C

C SPECTR INPUT LOGICAL VARIABLE. IF ITS VALUE IS TRUE, IT MEA

C HWIDTH IS KNOWN TO BE A LOWER BOND TO 1/8 OF T

C LOCAL MINIHUM GAP BETWEEN EIGENVALUES NEAR GAM

C

C ND INPUT NEGATIVE POWER OF 10 SUCH THAT WHEN

C DIF.LT.10**(—ND) WE SWITCH TO ROI

C

C GAHMA INPUT SEE DEFINITION OF GOTVAL.IT IS THE MIDPOINT OF

c THE INTERVAL WHERE THE EIGENVALUE IS TO BE FOU
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C .

C GUTPUT ON RETURN, GAMMA WILL CONTAIN THE FINAL

C APPROXIMATION TO AN EIGENVALUE OF A,

C CORRESPONDING TO THE EIGENVECTOR X.

C

C EPS INPUT THE RELATIVE MACHINE PRECISION.

C FOR EXAMPLE,

C BURROUGHS B6700 EPS = 2.0**(—37)

C CDC 6600, 7600 EPS = 2.0**(·47)

C IBM 370 (SINGLE) EPS = 16.0**(·5)

c um 370 <1>0uaLE> 1~:1>s = 16.0=•·=·<·13>
C

C MAXITN INPUT AN UPPER LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF REFINEMENTS OF

C SHIFT AND/OR X. A TYPICAL VALUE IS 10.

C

C NOUT INPUT IF NOUT IS POSITIVE, INFORMATION WILL BE

C PRINTED ON UNIT NOUT.

C

C KO INPUT NUMBER OF COMPONENTS AT EACH END OF THE

C CURRENT ITERATION VECTOR TO BE PRINTED. A TYPI
l

C VALUE IS 15. IF KO .LE.0 NO COMPONENT IS PRINT

C

C INFO OUTPUT AN INTEGER DEFINING THE RESULT OF TLIME ...

C

C 1 SHIFT AND X CONVERGED SATISFACTORILY

C TO AN EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR OF THE PENCIL

C

C 2 SHIFT AND X DID NOT CONVERGE WITHIN

C MAXITN REFINEMENTS.

C

C 3 THE APPROXIMATE EIGENVECTOR IN X WAS
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C IDENTICALLY ZERO. TLIME STOPS.

C 4 BTIMES DOES NOT REPRESENT

C A POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX. TLIME STOPS.

C ASIZE INPUT ON ENTRY, ASIZE SHOULD CONTAIN AN

C ESTIHATE OF NORMCA). IT IS USED TO
l

C TEST IF THE INITIAL X IS AN ACCEPTABLE

C APPROXIMATION TO AN EIGENVECTOR OF A.

C

C OUTPUT IF PRECON = .FALSE., ASIZE WILL BE CHANGED T

C THE FINAL ESTIHATE OF NORH(A — SHIFT#B)

C AS GIVEN BY SUBROUTINE SYHMLQ.

C

C RNORH INPUT THE HAXIMUH RESIDUAL NORM TO BE USED AS

C STOPING CRITERIA

C ~
C OUTPUT THE FINAL VALUE OF THE NORH OF THE RESIDUAL

C VECTOR (A - SHIFT¤·B)·•·X.

C
WRITE(9,*) x
WRITE(IOUT,*) ’TOTAL ENERGY:’,ENUC+GAMMA

STOP

1000 FORHAT(’ ’,4D22.15)

1001 FORHATC//’ EIGENVALUE #’,I2,’: ’,D22.15)

‘END

C___________________...-...............................................

C

C

SUBROUTINE TRANSP(A,N)
IHPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H,O-Z)
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DIMENSION A(H,N)

DO 10 I=1,H—1

OO S J=I+1,N

SWAP = A(I,J)

A<1,:> = A<1,1>
A<J,1> = SWAP

5 CONTINUE
l

10 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C......................................_,..._.__...__,_________________

C

SUBROUTINE DECOM(S,AL,WORK,JPIVOT,M)

IMPLICIT REAL*8CA—H,O—Z)

INTEGER JPIVOT(1),M

REAL*8 s<u,M>,AL<M,M>,w0ax<1>
C

C THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS A CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION ON THE OVERLAP

C MATRIX

C . .

C ON ENTRY:

C

C AL REAL*8(M,M). AL CONTAINS THE OVERLAP MATRIX ON ENTRY.

C ONLY THE UPPER TRIANGULAR PORTION IS REFERENCED.

C

C WORK SEE THE LINPACK ROUTINES DCHDC,DTRCO

C

C JPIVOT SEE THE LINPACK ROUTINE DCHDC.

C

C M INTEGER. DIMENSION OF THE OVERLAP MATRIX.

C ON EXIT:
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C

C AL COHTAIHS THAHSPCEECLÖ IH THE UPPER TRIAHGULAR PORTIOH.

C

C SUBROUTIHES; DCHDC,DTHCC,DTRDI

C

DO 7 J = 1,H

DO 4 I = 1,H

AL(I,J) = $(:,1)
4 COHTIHUE

7 COHTIHUE
A

DO 10 I = 1,H

JPIVOT(I) = 0
10 COITIIUE

C CHOLESKY DECOHPOSITIOH OH THE OVERLAP MATRIX... REOUEST IO PIVOT

CALL DCHDC(AL,H,H,WORK,JPIVOT,0,IIFO)

IF (IHFO .HE. H) WHITE (6,1000) IHFO

C CHECK FOR ZERO DIAGOHAL ELEHEHTS, AED SHOW JPIVOT.

wa1rE<v,1004>
DO 20 IIFO = 1,H

WRITE(7,1003) IHFO,JPIVOT(IHFO)

IF (AL(IHFO,IHFO) .HE. 0.DC) GO TO 20
~

WRITE(7_1001) IHFO

STOP A

20 COITIIUE

DO 30 I = 1,H

DO 25 J = I,H

AL<1,1> = IL<1,J>
25 COHTIHUE

30 COITIIUE

CALL DTRCO(AL,H,H,RCOHD,WORK,1)

HH1 = H—1
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DO 90 I = 1,HH1 _

IP1 = I + 1

DO 91 J = IP1,H

AL<1,1) = 0
91 CONTINUE

90 CONTINUE

w111TE<v,1002) Rccxs
1000 FCRHAT(‘ DECOH01 WARNING: INDEX OF THE LAST POSITIVE DIAGONAL’/

t
’

ELEMENT OF THE CHOLESKY FACTOR OF S IS ’,I10)

1001 FORMAT(’ DECOH02 ERROR 1 CHOLESKY FACTOR OF S IS SINGULAR.’/

t
’

FIRST ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT FOUND AT ’,I10)‘

1002 FORMAT(’ CONDITION NUMBER OF THE CHOLESKY FACTOR L: ’,D10.5)

1003 FORMAT(1X,2I5)

1004 FON.MAT(’ ozcouz PIVOT ELEHENT$’//’ 21 PIVUT(H)’/)
RETURN

END

C

C________,___._______.________,____.__..........................._.....

C

SUBROUTINE TRANSF(T,A,B,M,P,MP)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O—Z)
·

INTEGER M,P,MP

REAL*8 T(M,H),A(MP,MP),B(1)

C

C FORMS THE PRODUCT

C P P

c INVERSE( cx) T) « A =•· INVERSE(TRANSPOSE( (x) T))

C

C WHERE (X)P DENOTES A P—FOLD TENSOR PRODUCT OF IDENTICAL LÜWER TRIAIGU

C MATRICES T OF RANK M AND A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH DIMEISIOI MP. T

C PRODUCT IS RETURNED IN A. B IS A WORK VECTOR WITH LEIGTH AT LEAST MP.
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C

INTEGER ICOL,INFO
L

C

C SOLVE THE SYSTEM T
·

TRAHSPOSE(X) = A; STORE TRANSPOSE(X) IN A

C

DO 10 ICOL = 1,MP

CALL SOLVTY(T,A(1,ICOL),B,M,P,HP,0O,INFO)

10 CONTINUE

CALL TRANSP(A,MP)

C

C SOLVE THE SYSTEM T * A = X

C

DO 20 ICOL = 1,MP

CALL SOLVTY(T,A(1,ICOL),B,M,P,MP,00,INFÜ)

20 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C

C......................................________________________________

C

SUBROUTINE SOLVTY(T,X,HÜRK,M,P,MP,JOB,INFO)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A·H,O—Z)

IITEGER M,P,MP,JOB,INFO

u:AL·•-6 r<M,M) ,x<m>>,w¤ax(MP)
C

C SOLVES SYSTEMS OF THE TYPE

C (T TENSOR T TENSOR ... TENSOR T)Y = X

C

C ON INPUT:

C P (INTEGER) THE HUMBER OF FACTORS IN THE TENSOR PRODUCT
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C (THE HUMBER OF ELECTRCHS IH FULLCI)

C T (REAL*3) A TRIAHGULAR M BY M MATRIX

C (THE CHOLESKY FACTOR OF THE CVERLAP MATRIX IH FULLCI)

C X (REAL*3) MP—LEHGTH VECTOR COHTAIHIHG THE RIGHT HAHD SIDE OF

C OF THE SYSTEM. OH EXIT X COHTAIHS THE SOLUTIOH.

C (IH FULLCI, X IS AH STAHDARD EIGEHVECTOR ESTIMATE.)

C M (IHTEGER) THE DIMEHSIOH OF THE MATRICES AL4
C (THE HUMBER OF BASIS FUHCTIOHS IH FULLCI.)

C MP (IHTEGER) H**P.

C JOB (IHTEGER) DEPEHDS OH THE HATURE OF THE SYSTEM TO BE SOLVED:

C JOB = 00 SOLVE (T TEHSOR ... TEHSOR T)Y=X, T LOWER TRIAIGULAR

C JOB = 01
“,

T UPPER TRIAHGULAR

C JOB = 10 SOLVE TRAHS(T TEHSOR...TEHSOR T)Y=X, T LOWER TRIAIGUL

C JOB = 11
“,

T UPPER TRIAIGULAR

C

C

IHTEGER MPMH,MPM1,I,J,K,L

C

MPM1 = MP/M

DO 40 K = 1,P

DO 10 J = 1,MP,M

CALL DTRSL(T,M,M,X(J),JOB,IHFO)
10 COITIHUE

CALL DCOPY(MP,X,1,WORK,1)

L = 1

DO 30 J = 1,MPM1

DO 20 I = 1,M

LL = (1—1)»·MPM1 + J
X(LL) = WORK(L)
L = L+1

20 COHTIHUE
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30 COITIHUE

40 CCITIIUE

RETURH

EID

C
C..............________________________________...,,___________________

_ C

SUBROUTIIE MULTTY(T,X,Y,H,P,HP,JOB,TT)

IHPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

_ IITEGER H,P,MP,JOB,IIFO

aEAL»·6 r<u,M>,x<1>,Y<1>,rT<1>
C

C FORMS PRODUCTS X = (T TEISOR ... TEISOR T)Y

C

C OI IIPUT:

C

C P (IITEGER) THE IUMBER OF FACTORS II THE TEISOR PRODUCT

C (THE IUMBER OF ELECTROIS II FULLCI)

C T (REAL*8) A TRIAIGULAR M BY M MATRIX

C (THE CHOLESKY FACTOR OF THE OVERLAP MATRIX II FULLCI) .

C TT (REAL*8) A WORK VECTOR OF LEIGTH AT LEAST H*(M-1)/2

C Y (REAL*8) HP-LEIGTH VECTOR TO BE RIGHT MULTIPLIED BY THE

C P-FOLD TEISOR PRODUCT.

C (II FULLCI, X IS AI STAIDARD EIGEIVECTOR ESTIMATE.)

C M (IITEGER) THE DIMEISIOI OF THE MATRICES AL

C (THE IUMBER OF BASIS FUICTIOIS II FULLCI.)

C MP (IITEGER) M##P.

C JOB (IITEGER) DEPEIDS OI THE IATURE OF THE SYSTEM:

C JOB = OO SOLVE (T TEISOR ... TEISOR T)Y=X, T LOWER TRIAIGULAR

C JOB = 01
“,

T UPPER TRIAIGULAR

C JOB = 10 SOLVE TRAIS(T TEISOR...TEISOR T)Y=X, T LOWER TRIAIGUL
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C JOB = il ", T UPPER TRIAKGULAR

C

C OH EXIT:

C

C X COHTAIHS THE SOLUTIOH IF IHFO .EO. 0; OTHERWISE X IS UHCHAHGED

C

C

C BLAS: DAXPY, DDOT, DCOPY

C

. IHTEGER HPM1,I,J,K,L,II,JJ,KK,LL

REAL*8 SUH

C

C USE FULL KATRIX STORAGE FOR HOW...

C

K=1

DO 10 I = 1,H

DO 5 J = 1,H

TT(K)= r(1,1>
K = K+1

5 COITIIUE —

10 COHTIHUE

man = up/M

DO 50 II = 1,P

K = 1

I = 1

DO 40 JJ = 1,H

J = 1

DO 30 KK = 1,HPH1

L = I

SUH = 0.DO

DO 20 LL = 1,H
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suu = sux + :I<L>—Y<J>

L = L + 1

1:3+1

20 CONTINUE

x<x> = suu
K=K+1

· 30 CONTINUE

I = L

40 CONTINUE

CALL DCOPY(MP,X,1,Y,1)

50 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE CLRVEC(X,N)

IHPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H,O—Z)

REAL*8 x(#>
C

C SETS THE FIRST N ENTRIES OF THE VECTOR X TO ZERO.
~

INTEGER H, MP1, I, MOD

ZERO = 0.DO

u = u0¤<¤,v>
IF (H .EQ. 0) GOTO 20

DO 10 I = 1,H

X(I) = ZERO

10 CONTINUE

IF (1 .LI. 7) azruau

20 HP1 = M + I
DO 30 I = HP1,N,7

X(I) = ZERO
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x<:+1> = zzac ~
X(I+2) = ZERO

X(I+3) = zzac
x<1+4> = zzao
X(1+5) = ZERO
X(1+6) = zsao

30 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C

C........................_...._......,._...___,..__.,,_.________,_____,

C

SUBROUTINE 1NORDR(1NDEX,N)

IHPLICIT INTEGER(A·Z)

INTEGER 1NDEX(*),N

C

C SETS THE FIRST N ENTRIES OF THE VECTOR X TO ZERO.

C

INTEGER H, HP1, I, HOD

M = M0¤<¤,v>
IF (H .EQ. 0) GOTO 20

DO 10 I = 1,H

INDEX(I) = 1
10 COITINUE

IF (N .LT. 7) RETURN

20 HP1 = H + 1

DO 30 I = HP1,N,7

1NDEX(I) = 1
IIDEX(1+1) = 1+1

1NDEX(1+2) = 1+2

INDEX(1+3) = 1+3
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INDEX(I+4) = 1+4

INDEX(I+5) = 1+5

INDEX(1+6) = 1+6
30 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C
C-.-...--.---~.--........................-...................... - „.

C

SUBROUTINE ATIHES( N,Y,HY)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 <1·n,o—z>
INTEGER P

PARAMETER (M=8,P=4,M2=M*M,MP=M**P)

REAL*8 Y<r>,nY<r>
COMHON /INTGRL/ H1(M,M),H2(M2,M2)

connor /n1noL1/ INDEX(MP)
C

C ATIMES MULTIPLIES A VECTOR Y BY THE TRANSFORMED HAMILTOIIAN MATRIX

C WITHOUT FORMING THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX EXPLICITLY.

C

C ON ENTRY:

C

C H1 REAL•8(M,M); TRANSFORMED ONE ELECTRON MATRIX.

C H2 REAL*8(M2,M2); TRANSFURMED TWO ELECTRON MATRIX.

C Y REAL*8(MP); VECTOR TO BE MULTIPLIED.

C M INTEGER; NUMBER OF BASIS FUNCTIONS

C M2 INTEGER; M**2
C P INTEGER; NUMBER OF ELECTRONS

C MP INTEGER; M**P (DIMENSIÜN ÜF THE HAMILTOIIAI MATRIX)

C INDEX 1NTEGER(HP); WORK VECTOR

C
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C OB EXIT;

C HY REAL*8(MP); COHTAIHS THE PRODUCT

c L xs ms
C CHOLESKY FACTOR OF THE OVERLAP MATRIX AND H IS THE FULL

C CI MATRIX.

C
‘

C SUBROUTIHES: IAIY,IHORDR,PERMUT,PAIPY

C

IHTEGER PM1,J,K,MJM1,MPMJM1,MPM2,MPMJ,PM2
”

C

cm. CLRVEC(HY,MP)
C .

C FORM THE OHE—ELECTROH PRODUCT

C

MJH1 = 1MPMJ = MP/M _
DO 10 J = 1,P

CALL IAIY(H1,Y,HY,MJM1,M,MPMJ,MP)

MJM1 = MJM1*M

MPMJ = MPMJ/M l l

10 COITIIUE

C

C FORM THE THO—ELECTROI PRODUCT

C

C FORM ADJACEHT TERMS (I TEHSOR ... TEISOR H2 TEISOR ... TEISOR I)Y

c (TERHS 1¤vz~:asE<1>(J,1+1>>·<H2 rusoa I)·•·P(J,J+1)*Y)
C

MJM1 = 1

MPM2 = MP/M2 .

MPHJM1 = MPM2
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PH1 = P-1

DO 20 J = 1,PH1

CALL IAIYCH2,Y,HY,HJH1,H2,HPHJH1,HP)

HJM1 = HJM1*M

HPHJH1 = HPHJH1/H

20 COKTIHUE

DO 50 3 = 1,P—2

DO 40 K = 3+2,P

CALL IHORDR(IHDEX,HP)

CALL PERHUT(IHDEX,J+1,K,H,P,HP)
’

CALL PIAIPY(H2,Y,HY,H**(J-1),H2,H**(P—J—1),IIDEX)

40 CUITIHUE

50 COITIIUE

RETURI

EID

C

C___________......_.._............................................ .„

C

SUBRUUTIHE HATPRT(A,H)

IHPLICIT REAL*8(A—H,0—Z)
’

oxxzrsxox A(H,H),II(4),JJ(4),AA(4)
C

C PRIITS ALL IOHZERU EITRIES II THE LUWER TRIAIGULAR PART OF
‘ „l.

C

K=1

DO 10 I=1,M

DO 5 J=1,I

IF <A<1,1) .¤E. 0) THE!
II(K)=I

11<x)=J
AA(K)=A(I,J)
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K=K+1 _
IF (K .6T. 4) man

wmv: (6,1000) <1:<x),JJ<1<),AA<1<),1<=1,4)
K = 1

EHDIF

EHDIF

5 COHTIHUE
‘ 10 COHTIHUE ~

IF (K .GT. 1) WRITE(7,1000) (II(I),JJ(I),AA(I),I=1,K—1)

1000 F0111·m<4<' (*,12;,·,13,*)*,11>1>12.6))
RETURH

EID

C

C.............................._..._,________________,_____________
C

SUBROUTIIE IAIY(A,Y,X,J,K,L,JKL)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O—Z)

IITEGER J,K,L,JKL

111-:11.*6 A<x,x),Y<1xL),x<11<L)
C

C FORMS MATRIX—VECTOR PRODUCTS OF THE FORM
l

C

c x<= <1<x)1(x)1)Y+x
C J K L

C

C WHERE I DEHOTES Al IDEITITY MATRIX, X t Y ARE VECTORS OF LEIGTH

C A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX. THE SUBSCRIPTS J,K,AID L ARE THE RAIKS
”

C RESPECTIVE MATRICES. (X) REPRESEHTS A DIRECT (TEISOR) PRODUCT.

C

IITEGER LM1,KL,ISTART,IROW,JSTART,JCOL,IBLOCK,IBLElD,LL

REAL*8 AIJ
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LM1 = L - 1

KL = K * L
n

ISTART = 0

DO 40 IRON = 1,K

JSTART = 0

DO 30 ZCOL = 1,K

AIJ = A(IRON,JCOL)

DO 20 IBLOCK = 1,JKL,KL

IBLEHD = IBLOCK + LM1

DO 10 LL = IBLOCK,IBLEHD

X(JSTART+LL) = X(JSTART+LL) + AIJ * Y(ISTART+LL)

10 COHTIHUE

20 COITIHUE

JSTART = JSTART + L

30 CÜITIHUE

ISTART = ISTART + L

40 COITIIUE

RETURI

EBD

C
‘

C

C...................................................,,_..______________

C
SUBROUTIHE PIAIPY(A,Y,X,J,K,L,IIDEX)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H,O-Z)

IITEGER J,K,L,IHDEX(1)

ux·:AL—s A(K,K),Y(1),X(1)
C

C FORMS MATRIX—VECTOR PRODUCTS OF THE FORM

C
c x<= 1><1 <x>A<x)1)1>Y +x
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C J K L

C WHERE I DEHUTES AK IDEHTITY MATRIX, X & Y ARE VECTSRS CF LEHGTH 3*K*L

C A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX. THE SUBSCRIPTS I,K,AHD L ARE THE RAHKS OF TH

C RESPECTIUE MATRICES. (X) REPRESEHTS A DIRECT CTEHSOR) PRODUCT.

C

IKTEGER LM1,KL,ISTART,IROW,JSTART,JCOL,IBLOCK,IBLEHD,LL

_ REAL*8 AIJ

LM1 = L — 1

KL=K·•=L
JKL = J # KL

ISTART = 0

DO 40 IROW = 1,K

JSTART = 0

D0 30 JCOL = 1,K

AIJ = A(IROW,JCOL)

DO 20 IBLOCK = 1,JKL,KL

IBLEID = IBLOCK + LH1

DO 10 LL = IBLUCK,IBLEHD

IX = IIDEX(JSTART+LL)

XCIX) = X(IX) + AI] * Y(IIDEX(ISTART+LL))
10 COITIIUE

20 COITIIUE

JSTART = JSTART + L

30 CUITIIUE

ISTART = ISTART + L

40 COITIIUE

RETURI

EID

C__________________________......-............-........................

C
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SUBROUTIHE PAIPY(A,Y,X,K,L,IHDEX)

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A—H,O-Z)

IHTEGER K,L,IHDEX(l)

REAL*8 A<x,K>,Y<1),x(1)
C

C FORMS MATRIX-VECTOR PRODUCTS OF THE FORM

C

· C X <= X + IHVERSECP) * ( A (X) I ) * P * Y

C K L

C

C WHERE I DEHOTES AN IDEHTITY MATRIX, X t Y ARE VECTORS OF LEIGTH ]*K*L

C A IS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX. THE SUBSCRIPTS K AID L ARE THE RAIKS OF THE

C RESPECTIVE MATRICES. (X) REPRESEITS A DIRECT (TEISOR) PRODUCT. P IS A

C PERMUTATIO] MATRIX; MULTIPLICATIOI OF A VECTOR BY P IS EQUIVALEIT TO

C IIDIRECT ADDRESSIIG OF THE VECTOR BY IIDEX.

C

IITEGER ISTART,IROW,]START,]COL,LL

REAL*8 AI]

C

ISTART = 0

DO 30 IROW = 1,K
” ‘

JSTART = 0

DO 20 ]COL = 1,K

AI] = A(IROW,]COL)

DO 10 LL = 1,L

II = IHDEX(]START + LL)

XCII) = X(II) + AI] * Y(IHDEX(ISTART+LL))

10 COHTIIUE

JSTART = JSTART + L

20 COITIHUE

ISTART = ISTART + L
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30 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE PERHUT(IYEC,I,K,H,P,HP)

C

C FORHS THE PRODUCT OF P(I,K] AND IVEC, WHERE IVEC IS A VECTOR OF LENGT

c AND 1><J,x> xs A PERHUTATION Amaxx. IF c<z<1>,1<2>,..,1(J>,..,1(x),..
C I(P)) HAPS ONTO IVECÄI) USING A LEXOGRAPHICAL ORDER HASHING FUNCTION

C

C I = 1 + SUHHATION(K) (I(K)—1) * H **(P—K),K=1,..,P

· C

C THEN THE OPERATION P(J,K)IVEC EFFECTIVELY SWAPS ALL ELEHENTS

C .
C C(I(1),..,I(J),..,I(K),..,I(P)) <=> C(I(1),...I(K),..,I(J),..,I(P))

C

C WHERE I(J) = 1, ..,H·1, I(K) = I(J)+1,...,H, J<K, AND ALL OTHER

C SUBSCRIPTS ICL) WITH L<>J AND L<>K ARE STEPPED FROH 1 TO H.

C

C ON ENTRY:

C

C IVEC INTEGER(HP). THE VECTOR TO BE PERHUTED ~

C J,K INTEGER„ INDICES OF THE INDICES OF THE PARTITIONED IVEC

C TO BE SWAPPED.

C

C I INTEGER. LENGTH OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTITIONED INDICES

c ICH): 1 <= I(I) <= M
C

C P INTEGER. NUHBER OF PARTITIONED INDICES OF IVEC.

c 1vzc::> «=> IVEC(I(1),I(2),...,I(P))
C
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C HP IHTEGER. LEHGTH CF IVEC. MP = M ** P.

C UH EXIT;

C

C IVEC CUHTAIHS THE PEHHUTED VECTUR.

DIHEHSICH IVEC(HP)

IHTEGER P

MPMJ = M =•-— (P-J)
ume = M —»· (P-K)
MPM]1 = M * HPM]

MPHK1 = H * HPMK

LAST3 =MP — MPH]1 + 1

LAST2 =HPM] — MPHK1 + 1

LAST1 = HPHK

IJ] = 1

IJK = 1

IKK = HPMK

IK] = HPM]

MH1 = M—l

DO SO I] = 1,HHl .

JK = I]J + IKK — 3

K] = IJK + IK] · 3

I]P1 = I]*1

DU 40 IK = IJP1, M

DO 30 L3 = l, LAST3 , MPH]l

JK3 = ]K + L3

K]3 = K] + L3

DC 20 L2 = 1 , LAST2 , MPMKI

JK23 = JK3 + L2

KJ23 = K]3 + L2
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D0 10 L1 = 1, LAST1, 1

JK123 = fK23+ L1

KJ123 = KJ23 + L1

SNAP = I7EC(JK123)

IVECCJK123) = 1v1ac<x1122>
IVECCKJ123) = SNAP

10 COHTIHUE

20 COHTIHUE

30 COHTIHUE

JK = JK + HPHK

KJ = KJ + HPMJ

40 _ COHTIHUE

IJJ = IJJ + HPHJ

IJK = IJK + HPMK

IKJ = IKJ + HPMJ

IKK = IKK + MPHK

50 COITIHUE

RETURH

EID

C

C These routines interface TEHSER with the PolyAtom
L

C package. Hote that the parameter LREC is the record length in the

C PolyAtom integral tape.

C
Q---—---——--—-———-——-—---—-———----·—-—-——--——--———---——-----—————--—-————

C

SUBROUTIHE PATAPE(HTAPE,HAHTAP,0VRLAP,H,G,H,H2)

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOH (A—H,0-Z)

C PARAMETER (H=3,H2 = H*H)

PARAHETER (LREC = 128)

LOGICAL VERBZS,PARAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GÜTVAL,SPECTR,PRECÜl
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DOUBLE FEECISIOH HAHTAP,OVRLAP(H,H),H(H,H),G(H2,H2)

COHHOH /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECOH

1 ,ISUT,IHTSRC,IHTPRT,BD,KPRIHT

COHHOH /PATAP/ PKDLBL(LREC),VALIHT(LREC)

comm! /E¤E11cY/ Em:

C COHMOH /IHTGRL/ HCH,H), G(H2,H2)
L

C COHHOH /OVRLP/ OVRLAP(H,H)

C

C This routine reads the 1- and 2—electron integrals from a tape created by

C the POLYATOH modules PA3OA and PASOB.

C

C PATAPECALLS THE ASSEHBLY LAHGUAGE ROUTIIE UIPACK FROM THE POLYATOM PACKAGE

C to unpack the two-electron integral labels.

C

DOUBLE PRECISIOH FlAME(5),FLABEL(l2)

DATA FHAHE%6HETA+VL, 6HG-IHTS, 6HT-IHTS, 6HV-I!T$,6HM-IlTS/

C .

C Initialize the tape and check to see that its name is correct.

C

CALL CHKTAP(lTAPE,HAMTAP)

C

C Read in the nuclear repulsion energy, EHUC.

C

cm.arab
(runs)

zum (num:)
ume (sum:)
READ (HTAPE) EHUC

IF cvzaß¤s> HRITECIOUT,1000) EHUC
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C Read in the overlap integrals.

C

CALL HATCLR(CVRLAP,M)

CALL HDIHT1(HTAPE,HAHTAP,OVRLAP,H,FHAME(2),FLABEL)

C

C Read in the Hamiltonian core integrals.l
C

CALL MATCLR(H,M)

CALL RDIHT1(HTAPE,HAMTAP,H,M,FHAME(3),FLABEL)

CALL RDIHT1(HTAPE,HAMTAP,H,M,FIAME(4),FLABEL)

C

C Read in the matrix of two electron integrals. It

C would be much better to store this big 1**2 x 1**2 natrix

C implicitly, but we will only be dealing with

C fairly small systems for now.

C

CALL MATCLH(G,H2)

CALL RDIIT2(lTAPE,lAMTAP,G,M,M2,FHAHE(5),FLABEL)

RETURI _ .

1000 FOHMAT(’ HEAD THE HUCLEAR REPULSIOH EIEHGY: ’,D22.15,’ HARTREES’)

1010 FORMAT(’ HEAD THE OVERLAP MATRIX:
’)

1020 FORMAT(’ HEAD THE HAMILTOIIAI CORE MATRIX:
’)

1030 FOHMAT(’ HEAD THE TWO ELECTROI IITEGRALS:
’)

EID

C

C-----------------------——-----—-—----—-——-—---——----——-----—·---------—--—-—

C

SUBROUTIHE CHKTAP(HTAPE,IAMTAP)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOI (A-H,O·Z)

PARAMETER (LREC = 128)
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LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOT7AL,SPECTR,PRECOH

DOUBLE PRECISIOH HAHTAP,IEOF,HAME,I¥RD

COHHCH /CFLAGS/ 7ERBOS,PARAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,3PECTR,PRECCH,

1 ICUT,IHTSRC,IHTPRT,HD,KPRIHT

COHHOH /PATAP/ PKDLELCLREC),VALIHT(LREC)

C

C CHKTAP rewinds a Polyhtcm integral tape and checks its label.

C If the correct tape has not been mounted, the program is aborted.

C Adapted from Polyätom module PA3OA.

C
n

DATA IEOF /6H¤**E3F/

REWIHD HTAPE

C Read until an end—of·file marker is found.

C

10 READ(HTAPE) IWRD

IF(IWRD.HE.IEOF) GOTO 10

C

C Read the name of the tape, and rewind to the point just over the

C last end—of-file mark. _
C

READ(ITAPE) HAHE

CALL EFSKIP(HTAPE,—1)

C

IF (IAHE .HE. HAHTAP) THE]

URITE(IOUT,1000) HTAPE, HAHTAP, HAHE

CALL ABRT

ELSE IF (VERBOS) THEH

WRITE(ICUT,1010) HAHTAP,HAHE

EHDIF

RETURI
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1000 FORHAT(’ *#• ERROR *** fFrom CHKTAP)’/

1
’

The tape on unit ’,I3,’ is named ’,A6,’ not
’,A6,

1
’

as expected.’/’ Has the wrong tape mounted?
’)

1010 FCRHAT(’ POLYATOM IHTEGRAL TAPE ’,A6,’ WAS LOADED CH UHIT ’,I4,

1 * . *>

E!D

C

cC

SUBROUTIHE EFSKIP(HTAPE,HFILS)

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOH (A-H,O—Z)

PARAHETER (LREC = 128)

LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAID,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECOl °

COHHOI /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARA!D,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECOI,

1 IOUT,I!TSRC,IITPRT,!D,KPRIIT

COHHOI /CPARHS/ HWIDTH,RHORH

comaux /PArA1>/ PKDLBLCLREC)JJALIHTCLREC)

PARAHETER (HAXREC = 50)

C

C This subroutine moves tape no. ntape just over nfils number of ·

C end-of-file marks, either forward or backwards depending on the

C sign of nfils. If nfils=0, the subroutine does nothing.

C

C Iote that PolyAtom imposes a limit HAXREC = SO on the

C number of records in each file in the record tape.

C

DOUBLE PRECISIOH EOF,HORD1

DATA EOF/6H***ECF/

C

lT=ITAPE ·

IF (IFILS .GT. 0) THE!
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C „
C Ferward space ever nfils end—:f-files cn tape ntape

C

DO 20 K=1,!FILS

10 212:A0(u1> 1601101
IF(WORD1.!E.EOF) GO TU 10

20 C0!TI!UE

ELSE

C

C Backspace file unit ntape over nfils file marks

C

! = —!FILS

DO 40 K=1,!

KOU!T=0

30 BACKSPACE !T

KOU!T=KOU!T+1

a2:A0(¤1> 210201
BACKSPACE !T

IF (KUUIT .GT. HAXREC) THE!

HRITE(IOUT,1000) K,HAXREC

12* CPARAHD) cm. AB111:
EIDIF

IF (WORD1.!E.EOF) GO T0 30

40 CUITIIUE

EIDIF

EETURI

1000 FORHAT(’ *** WAEHIHG *** (from EFSKIP).’/’ File nunber ’,I3,

1
’ on the Pelyätom integral tape contains more than

’,

1
I5,’

records
’)

E!D
C
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C—-—-—·———----~——————---—-——-——-—-——----·—--—----—————-—-—-----—---—-——-----

C

SUBBOUTIHE FILECHTAPE,HAHTAP,FILHAH,FLABEL)

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISICH (A—H,O—Z)

PABAHETEH (LREC = 128]

LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAKD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PHECOH

DOUBLE PRECISICH FILHAM,FLABEL,HAHTAP,XHOFIL

W DIHEHSIOH FLABEL(*)

COHMOH /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAlD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECOI,

1 IOUT,IHTSRC,IHTPRT,HD,KPRIlT

COHHOI /CPARHS/ HWIDTH,RHORH

COMHOH /PATAP/ PKDLBL(LREC),VALIlT(LREC)

C

C This subroutine searches the integral tape on unit utape for the data

C file named FILIAH. If it finds it the file unit is positioned to

C read or rewrite the file . Otherwise a new identification record

C for the new·file is written after the last file, followed by an

C eof mark, and the tape is left in a position to write this data

C file.

C Adapted from PolyAtom module PASOA.

C

EQUIVALEICE (HOFILE,XIOFIL)

C

IF (VEBBOS) HHITE(IOUT,l00O) HTAPE,FILHAH

H=3

C

C Skip to the next end-of·file marker and read directory info.

C

10 CALL EFSKIP(HTAPE,1)

READ(lTAPE) HAHTAP,HOFILE,(FLABEL(I),I=3,IOFILE)

C
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C Start searching for the file name.

C

DO 20 I = H,HUFILE

IF(FLABEL(I).EQ.FIL]AH) GU TG 30

20 C0!TI!UE

IF (FLABELCHUFILE) .EQ. 0) THE!

C

· C Assign a new file.

C

CALL EFSKIP(!TAPE,—l)
~ CALL EFSKIPC!TAPE,l)

FLABEL(!0FILE)=FILHAH

WRITE§!TAPE) !AHTAP,!0FILE,(FLABEL(I),I=3,!0FILE)

CALL EOFILECHTAPE)

CALL EFSKIPCHTAPE,-1)

IF (VERBOS) THE!

WRITE(IOUT,10l0)

WRITE(IOUT,1020) !AHTAP,!0FILE,FLABEL(3)

IF(!0FILE .GT. 3) WRITE(IOUT,1040) (FLABEL(I),I=4,IOFILE)

WRITE(IOUT,l030)

EIDIFFLABEL(1)

= IAHTAP

FLABEL(2) = X!0FIL

RETUR!

EIDIF

H = IOFILE + 1

GO TO 10

C

C The file was found.

C

30 IF (VERBOS) HRITE(IOUT,lO50)
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IF (NOFILE .NE. I) THEN

REWIND NTAPE

CALL EFSKIP (ETAPE,I—2)

READ(NTAPE) HAHTAP,HOFILE,(FLABEL(I),I=3,HOFILE)

IF (FLABELCHSFILE) .NE. FILHAH) THEN

HRITE(ICUT,1070) HTAPE,FILNAH

CALL ABRT

ENDIF

ENDIF

9 FLABEL(1)=NAHTAP

· FLABEL(2)=XNOFIL

RETURN

C .
1000 FORMAT(’ Searching the PolyAtom integral tape on unit ’,I3,

1
‘

for file ’,A6)

1010 FORHAT(’ A new file has been assigned.’/’ The new directory’

1
,’

IS:’//’TAPE NAHE’,T22,’FILE lUHBER’,T36,’FILE I1HE’/)

1020 FORHAT(2X,A6,9X,I3,8X,A6)

1030 FORHAT(’...End...’//)1040 FORMAT((28X,A6)) »
1050 FORHAT(’ The file name has been found.

’)

1070 FORHAT(’ *** ERROR *** (from FILE).’/’ File number
’,I3,’

is
’,

1 ’apparently mislabelled.’/’ The file label
’,A6,’

can not’

1
,’

be f0und.’)

EID

C
Q----------------—------------—---—--------·—------——--—----—--——-··-—

C

SUBROUTINE RDINT1(NTAPE,NAHTAP,ARRAY,H,FILNAH,FLLBEL)

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
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PAHAHETEB (LBEC = 128)

LOGICAL VEBBOS,PARAHD,DBUC,GOTVEC,GCTVAL,SPECTE,PEECOH

DOUBLE PRECISIOH FILHAH,HAHTAP

DIHEHSIOH FLABEL(*),AHRAY(H,H)

COHHOH /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAHD,DBUG,GOT7EC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECOH,

1 IOUT,IHTSRC,IHTPRT,HD,KPBIHT

COHHOH /CPARHS/ HHIDTH,RHORH

. connor /1>Am>/ PKDLBLCLREC).VALIHT(LB.EC)

C

C Reads one electron integrals from the PolyAtom integral tape into

C the upper triangular half of the H x H matrix AEBAY. The integrals

C are found in the file FILHAH on the tape. ILABEL is an array of

C labels dimensioned in the calling program.

C Adapted from the PolyAtom routine ADDT in module BTL40.

C

C Find the file FILHAH that holds the binary records that hold

C the integral labels and values.

C

CALL FILE(ITAPE,HAHTAP,FILIAH,FLABEL)

C Read a record of integral labels and values. Abort if the

C number of integrals makes no sense.

C

10 EEAD (ITAPE) HIHTS, LASTHC, PKDLBL, VALIHT

IF (IIITS .GT. LBEC .0R .lIlTS. LE. O) THE!

WRITE(IOUT,1000)

CALL ABHT

EIDIF

C
C For each integral and its labels, call the assembly language

C routine UIPACK to unpack the labels and put the integral into
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C the upper triangular part ef ARRAY. Keep it up until LASTRC

C is nonzero, indicating that this is the last record.

C

DO 20 K = 1, NINTS

CALL UNPACK(PKDLBL(K),I,J,IZ,IZ,IZ,ITAG)

ARRAY(J,I) = ARRAY(I,I) + VALINT(K)

mm<1,J> = ARRAYCLI)
20 CONTINUE

IF (LASTRC .EO. C) GO TO 10

RETURN

1000 FORHAT(’ *** ERROR *** (in RDIHT1)’/’ A record on the integral’

1
,’

tape makes no sense.’/’ Tape read error?’)

END

C

c-———--—————·-—-—-----—-—---——-——-———-----———---—--——-—-——---—------—-

C

SUBROUTINE RDINT2(NTAPE,NAHTAP,G,H,H2,FILNAH,FLABEL)

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIOI (A-H,O—Z)

PARAHETER (LREC = 128)

_ LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAND,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECON

DOUBLE PRECISION FILNAH,LAB,NAHTAP

uruzrsrox FLABEL(*),G(H2,H2)
COHHON /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAND,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECON,

1 IOUT,INTSRC,INTPRT,ND,KPRINT

COHOI /PATAP/ PKDLBL(LREC),VALINT(LREC)

C

C Reads one electron integrals from the PolyAtom integral tape into

C the upper triangular half of the H x H matrix ARRAY. The integrals

C are found in the file FILIAH on the tape. ILABEL is an array of

C labels dimensioned in the calling program.

C Adapted from the Polyktom routine ADDT in module BTL40.
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C

HIHTCT = O

HRECS = O

C

C Find the file FILHAM that holds the binary records that hold

C the two electron integral labels and values.

l C
CALL FILE(HTAPE,HAHTAP,FILHAM,FLABEL)

C

C Read each record of integral labels and values. Abort if the

C number of integrals makes no sense.

C

10 READ (HTAPE) HIHTS, LASTBC, PKDLBL, VALIIT

IF (IIITS .GT. LREC .0R .IIHTS. LE. 0) THE]

WBITE(IOUT,1000)

CALL ABRT

EIDIF
H

C

C For each integral and its labels, call the assembly language

C routine UHPACK to unpack the labels and put the integral into

C A. Keep it up until LASTRC

C is nonzero, indicating that this is the last record.

C

DU 20 K = 1, HIHTS

CALL u¤1>Acx<Px1>LBL<x),11,12,1s,14,uU,1rA)
IF ((I1.GT.H.OB. I2.GT.H.0H. I3.GT.H.0R. I4.GT.H) .0E.

1 (I1.LE.0 .0R. I2.LE.0 .UR. I3.LE.0 .0B. I4.LE.0)) THE!

URITE(IOUT,1000)

CALL ABRT

EIDIF

IK = H * (11-1) + I3
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IL = H
·

(I1-1)
- I4

xx = H ~ (12-1) + I3
xL= H 4 (12-1) + I4
x1= H ~ (13-1} + :1
L1: H — (14-1) + I1
xx: H — (16-;) + I2

. LJ = H
-

(14-1) + :2
G(IK,JL) = VALIHT(K)

G(IL,JK) = VALIHT(K)
G(KI,LJ) = VAL1HT(K)
G(LI,KJ) = VALIHT(K)
G(JK,IL) = VALIHT(K)

G(JL,1K) = VALIITCK)
G(KJ,LI) = VALIHT(K)
c(Lx,x1) = VALIHT(K)

20 COITIIUE

IIITOT = HIHTOT + IIHTS

HRECS = IRECS + 1

IF (LASTRC .EQ. O) GO TO 10

IF (VERBOS) HRITE(IOUT,1010) HIHTOT,FILHAH,lAHTAP,¥RECS ·

RETURI

1000 FORHAT(’ *** ERROR *** (IH RDIHT2)’/’ A RECORD Ol THE IlTEGRAL’

1
,’

tape makes no sense.’/’ Tape read error?’)

1010 F¤B.HA’I'(* A total of ’,110,’ ixxtegrals were read from file ’,A6,

1 * ou tape
’,A6,*.’/’

A total of *,15,* records were read.’)

EID

C
C-------—------—------—--—-——-——--—-----—--—--——-——-———-—-—---—--———-—-

C

SUBROUTIHE E¤F1LE(ITAPE)

LOGICAL VERBOS,PARAlD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECUI
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COHHON /CFLAGS/ VERBOS,PARAHD,DBUG,GCTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTR,PRECON,

1 IOUT,INTSRC,IHTPRT,ND,KPRINT

C

C Simulate an end cf file mark.

C

DOUBLE PRECISION EOF

DATA EOF/6H#**EO?/

WRITECNTAPE) EO?

RETURN

A END

C

C

C This routine builds a starting estimate of the eigenvector given

C the Hartree—Fock HO coefficients (in HF).

C

C SPECIFIC FOR 4 ELECTRONS IN THIS VERSION.

C

SUBROUTINE GUESS(SPIN,IOUT,IHO,IPROJ)

IHPLICIT REAL*8 CA-H,O—Z)

PARAHETER (H=8,N=4,HN=H**N,H3=H*H*H,H2=H*M) ~

CHARACTER*2O LABEL

n1uEEsio¤ cA<u,¤>,cB<B,x>
couuor /E1oE¤/ x(n¤>,w(nB>

C

vE1TE<1o¤T,1o1o>
IF (SPIN .NE. O.DO) WRITE(IOUT,*) ’Alpha coefficients:’

DO 5 I = 1,M
‘

READ(IHO,1000,ERR=9000) LABEL,(CACI,J),J=1,N)

WRITE(IOUT,1020) LABEL, <cA<1,J>,1=1,¤>
5 CONTINUE —
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IF (SPIH .HE. 0.00) THEF

HRIIE(IüUT,¤) ’Beta coefficients;’

DO 6 I = 1,H

READ(IHO,1000,ERR=9000) LABEL,(CB(I,J),J=1,H)

HRITE(IGUT,1020) LABEL, (CB(I,J),J=1,N)

6 CONTINUE

ENDIF
IF (N .EQ. 4) THEN

DO 10 I = 1,M

DO 10 J = 1,H

DO 10 K = 1,H

DO 10 L = 1,M

10 W(H3*(I-1)+H2*(J—1)+H*(K—1)+L) = CACI,1)*CA(J,1)*CA(K,2)*CA(L,2)

ENDIF

CALL PROJ(SPIN,IPROJ)

RETURN

9000 WRITE(IOUT,1030) IHO

CALL ABRT

RETURN

1000 FORHAT(A20,4F10.5) _
1010 FORHAT(//’ ··—The Hartree-Fock orbitals—·—

’/)

1020 FORHAT(1X,A20,4F9.5)

1030 FORHATC/’ *** ERROR *** (IN GUESS)’/’ SOHETHING IS HRONG’,

+
’

on unit ’,i2,’ containing HF HO coefficients.’/)

END

C
C---------------—----————-——·--————-———--—-———~--—---——--------—----——·

C

SUBROUTINE PROJ(S,IPROJ)

C Applies the first singlet 4 electron structure projector to a trial
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C eigenvectcr. .

C

IHPLICIT EEAL·3(A-H,3—Z)

INTEGEN P

PARAHETEE (H=3,P=4,H2=H*H,HP=H**P)

coxxux /216Es/ PY<uP>,Y(HP>
DIHENSION KETCP)

INTEGEN IYNGCP(16,5)

C

IHASH(I,3,K,L) = H*(H*(H*(I-1) + (3-1)) + (K-1)) + L

NPERH = DFLCATCP)/2.DO — S

NTERHS = 16

C1 = 1.D0/DSQRT(DFLOAT(NTERHS))

C2 = 1.D0/DSQHT(DFLOAT(HP))

DU 5 I = 1,HP

PY(I) = o.¤0
5_ CUNTINUE

REWIND IPR03

DU 6 I = 1,lTERHS

BEAD(IPR03,*) (IYNGOP(I,J),3=1,5)
6 CONTINUE

DO 10 I = 1,M

xE1<1> = 1
DO 20 3 = 1,H

xz1<2> = 1
DO 30 K = 1,H

KET(3) = x
DU 40 L = 1,M

KETC4) = L
INDEX = IHASH(I,3,K,L)

c = C1·•·Y(IIDEX)
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DO 50 II = 1,]TERMS

I1 = KE1(1Y¤c¤P(11,1))

I2 = KEI(IYHGOP(II,2))
I3 = KET(IY]GOP(II,3))
I4 = KET(IY]GOP(II,4))
IHDEX = IHASH(I1,I2,I3,I4)

PY(I]DEX)=PY(I]DEX)+IYlGOP(II,5)*C

50 COITIIUE
E

40 COHTIIUE

30 COKTIHUE

20 COITIIUE

10 CO]TI]UE

C1000 FOHHAT(//’ I]DEX’,3X,’KET’,8X,’BEFORE PROJECTIOI’,6X,’AFTER
’,

C I ’PROJECTIO]’)

C1001 FOBHAT(1X,I5,1X,4I2,2X,1PD22.15,2X,1PD22.15)

RETURI

EID

C

C----------------------——----—----—------———---------—·--—-———----———

C

SUBROUTIIE HATCL](A,])

DOUBLE PRECISIOI A(],])

C

DO 20 I = 1,]

DO 10 J = 1,]

A<1,J) = 0.Do
10 COITIIUE

20 COITIIUE

RETUE]

EID
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C

C--————-——-—-——--———--—---—----------—----—-——---———--——-————------——

SUBHOUTIHE ABHT

IHPLICIT DOUBLE PHECISIGH (A—H,O-Z)

LOGICAL 7EHBOS,PAHAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTH,PHECOH

COHHOH /CFLAGS/ VEHBOS,PAHAHD,DBUG,GOTVEC,GOTVAL,SPECTH,PHECOl,
1

1 IOUT,IHTSHC,IITPHT,HD,KPHIIT

WHITE (IOUT,1000)

1000 FOHHAT(’ The last error was fatal... abortiug.’)

STOP

EKD
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